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EDITORIAL

STOP THIS
HAEMORRHAGE

0utmarriage  is  a  major
concern       for       Anglo-
Jewry.  We  actually know

very  little  about  the  phenome-
non.   It  is  said  that  one  Jew  in
every three is currently marrying
out  but  the  statistic  is  no  more
than  a  guess.  We  do  know  that
outmarriage is a common reality
-   from    personal    observation.
Most families,  every community
is  touched  by  it.  The  decline  in
the  size  of Anglo-Jewry  -  from
450,000     forty    years     ago     to
perhaps    330,000    today    owes
much  to  a  low  birthrate  and  to
assimilation      but      significantly
also   to  outmarriage.  The  issue
goes to the very heart of Jewish
survival in the Diaspora.

Outmarriage  is  a  major  con-
cern       precisely       because       it
threatens our survival.  Our fears
have  nothing  whatsoever  to  do
with  race,  blood  or antipathy to
non-Jews.   It  is  simply  that  we
suspect  that  most  of those  who
marry out  are lost to the Jewish
world  and  men  who  marry  out
produce     non-Jewish     children
(except    if   those    children    are
brought up as Jews in ULPS con-
gregations).

Considering   the   size   of   the
challenge,  it  is  remarkable  how
little      we      know      and      have
bothered  to  find  out.  As  a  con-
sequence, we have no hard infor-
mation     on     which     to     base
strategies   to   combat   the   prob-
lem.  Is  outmarriage  more  likely
in  small  provincial  communities
or     fringe-of-London     suburbs
than   in   areas   of   high   Jewish
population?   Do   university   stu-
dents    contract    more    outmar-
riages   than   those   who   stay   at
home?    What     differences     do
parental   attitudes  make?  What
effect is the trend of postponing

marriage  having?  Are  pupils  of
Jewish  day  schools less  likely to
marry  out?  Do  levels  of Jewish
education  correlate  at  all? Does
membership   of  a  youth  move-
ment  help?  How  and  where  do
Jews  find Jewish partners? Why
do those who marry out say they
do  so? The community needs to
invest      in      proper      objective
research  and  to  adopt strategies
based  upon   sound  information
rather   than   guesses   and   pre-
judices.

However,  we  may  be  permit-
ted    one    hunch.    Outmarriage
must   be   combated   as   strenu-
ously as possible. Yet, in the last
analysis,  it  is  hard  to  envisage  a
time when it will not be a fact of
life.  That  all  Jews  should  have
the   knowledge,   faith,   commit-
ment  and  determination  to  find
a Jewish partner may be our aim
but   it   will   not   so   quickly  t)e
realised.   For  all  Jews  who  live
outside   of  closed  communities,
mixing  in  society  at  large,  out-
marriage must always be a possi-
bility.  Why  must  that  be,  in  so
many cases, the end Jewishly?

The   number   of   conversions
performed   by   the   Progressive
movement over the last ten years
has     remained     largely     static,
whilst    total    membership    has
increased   and   so   has   the   inci-
dence  of outmarriage. That may
well    reflect   diminishing   social
pressures  to  convert  but  it  also
suggests  a less than  active policy
by   many   synagogues   to   offer
conversion  as  a  positive  option
to    be    encouraged    and    sup-
ported.   In   how  many  cases  of
outmarriage   is   the   conversion
option  broached  and  looked  at
seriously  -  by  the  synagogue  to
which  the  Jewish  partner's  fam-
ily is attached?

Equally important must be the
recognition     that     many     non-
Jewish     partners     -     even     if
approached    sympathetically    -
will  not  wish  to  convert.  They
may  have  a  faith  of  their  own;
they  may  have  no  desire  for  a
deep      religious      commitment.
Why must the Jew in such a situ-
ation  be lost?  Can  he or she not
still   play   an   active   part   in   the
community?     The     community
must acknowledge that he or she
may   need   special    support   to
avoid     a     gradual     drift     away
occasioned  by  the  job  location
and   social   milieu   of   the   non-
Jewish    partner.    We    need    to
develop  better  mechanisms  for
permitting  the  children  of  out-
marriage   to  opt  into  the  com-
munity,  either  as  children  or  as
adults.

What  is  required  is  a  major
outreach  campaign.  We  need  to
be sure that every Jew who mar-
ries out is contacted and offered
the  facilities  of  the  community.
We  need  to  be  clear  about  the
needs   of  all   those   involved  in
outmarriage  situations.  We  can-
not afford to punish or ostracise
or  even  show indifference. Take
us  or  leave  us  is  manifestly  not
enough. It will be a difficult exer-
cise  because  it  is  demanding  of
time,  people  and  resources  and
because  we  do  not  wish  to  give
the    impression   of   sanctioning
outmarriage.  But  ex  post  facto
we cannot write off what may be
a  third  of each  generation.  And
in  the  process   of  outreach  we
may  find  much  of  the  informa-
tion  that  will  ultimately provide
the  strategy  for  minimising  the
occurrence in the first placel
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HOW WOMEN HOISTED
REFORM INTO THE

LEAD
Dow Marmur

J:e?:Ie:aF:ngLeAL?bEe:t:|T:a:a::::::-
Germany    is    often    described    as
Reform in Britain and Conservative
in    America.    The    equivalent    to
British Liberal Judaism is supposed
to  be  Reform  on  the  other  side  of
the   Atlantic.   And   then   we   have
`Progressive' , used for combinations

of the above.
On  the  basis  of  this  description,

members  of  Reform  congregations
in   England  should  join  Conserva-
tive ones in the United States when
they go to live there. But those who
do  are often disappointed and tend
to switch very soon to Reform ten-

ples. The  reasons for the confusion
are several.

Although  most  British  Jews  find
the   American   Reform   ambience
very strange,  especially  at  prayer -
for  example,  the  prayerbook  with
its    peculiar    English,    the    music,
bare-headed men -they are, on the
whole,  less  maladjusted  there  than
in the Conservative synagogue. The
situation  on  the West  Coast  of the
United  States,  where  everything  is
more `left', may be somewhat diffe-
rent,    yet   the   generalization   will
hold:   if  you   are   a   member   of  a
Reform congregation in Britain you
are likely to end up in a Reform one
in America. Even though, on paper,

you may think that you are closer to
Conservative    Judaism,    you    are
likely  to  be  at  home  in  American
Reform,   despite  its  similarities  to
Liberal  Judaism  in  Britain,  which
you  may  have  been  conditioned  to
oppose,   or   because   of   them.   So
much,  incidentally, for the  artificial
and, to my mind, unwarranted divi-
sion  between  Liberal  and  Reform
Judaism.

This  brings  us  to  the  mczJczz.se  in
Conservative  Judaism:  its  theology
is  often   at  odds  with  its  practice.
Although  its  basic  tenets  are  non-
fundamentalist       and      close       to
Reform,  its constituent bodies tend
to   model   themselves   on   modern
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Orthodox  counterparts,  seeking  to
fill the place that is being vacated by
nco-Orthodoxy.              Conservative
Judaism  may  think  fere/czfe,   yet  it
eats  not  only  kosfecr but  nowadays
even glatt kosher.

As Orthodoxy has gone more and
more to  the  `right',  it has squeezed
out   the   moderates   in   its   ranks.
Rabbi  Irving Greenberg,  the  celeb-
rated    Orthodox    moderate,    may
receive  an enthusiastic reception  at
the     annual    conference     of    the
Reform  Synagogues  of  Great  Bri-
tain,   but  he   is   often  shunned   in
Orthodox circles. There seems to be
no  room  for  his  open  and  tolerant
approach   in   a   world   increasingly
dominated by extremism.

Conservative Judaism has sought
to    fill    the    middle    ground    that
Orthodoxy  seeks  to  destroy.  As  a
result,  its  synagogues  have  become
more   and   more   orthodox:   tradi-
tional   prayerbooks   are   replacing
those published by the Conservative
movement; English has virtually dis-
appeared from its services; two days
of  festivals   are   usually   observed;

when  in  the sfezt/ building,  not only
at  services.  As  I  was writing  this,  a
Conservative colleague called to say
that he  and his wife will be pleased
to  come  to  dinner,  but  could  the
meal   be   without   meat:   although
they  do  not question  the  kczsferz4f in
our     home,     they     observe     the
orthodox   tradition   of   not   eating
meat  during  the  nine  days  before
rz.sfa¢fe bcAv.  It is not something one
would hitherto  have  expected from
a Conservative rabbi.

Services  in  American  Conserva-
tive  synagogues  are  often  close  to
the       mz.#feczg       of       the       United
Synagogue in  London  as  it  used  to
be  before  it  went  `right'.   Signific-
antly,  the  `cathedral'  of  Conserva-
tive  Judaism   in   Britain,   the  New
London  Synagogue,  is  at  pains  to
remind us that it is the custodian of
that   British   mz.7zfeng,   and   not   an
American   importation.    For   very
good  reasons,  it does not  even  like
the   term    Conservative.    Like   its
satellite  congregations,  it  seems  to
constitute  a  much  greater threat  to
Anglo-Jewish  Orthodoxy,  to whose
adherents it offers a more moderate
alternative,   than   to   Reform,    to
whose members it looks very much
like  the  Orthodoxy  they  wished  to
react against in the first place. From
my  Canadian  perspective,  the  few
Reform Jews who seem attracted to

this  `middle  of  the  road'  Judaism
reflect  nostalgia  rather  than  theo-
logy.

When    such    people    cross    the
Atlantic, they may at first be fooled
by  the  `progressive'  nature  of Con-
servative Judaism: only a part of the
weekly sz.czrtz is read on Sfeczbbczf , the
car  park  is  open,  men  and  women
sit together.  But they soon discover
that it is far from Reform in Britain
and  that  the  rabbi  has  very  strong
orthodox leanings, especially if he is
a product of the Jewish Theological
Seminary,  which,  for  a  long  time,
has been on the `right' of the move-
ment.

Of late,  however,  there  has been
a  remarkable  shift  at  least  in  one
important  area.  The  Seminary  has
agreed to ordain women rabbis and

inavs9:tre¥t:yin:nodci:[Petd°ri:;:rt::::tyiofnt
and    placed    itself,     inadvertently
perhaps,  in  the  Reform  camp,  all
fecz/czcfez.c    arguments    in    favour    of
women rabbis notwithstanding. It is
unrealistic  to   court   Orthodoxy   in
the  present  religio-political  climate

kz.ppflfe  is worn  by men  at  all tim9s .     iT Israel and in the Diaspora and, at
the   same  time,   put  women  on   a
Beth Din-

This  step  has  come  as  a  severe
blow   to   many   Conservative   Jews
who were anxious to keep their dis-
tance  from  Reform  in  the  hope  of
being  accepted  by  Orthodoxy.  This
hope  is particularly strong in  Israel
where,   despite   the   fact   that   the
Orthodox     establishment     attacks
both   movements   as   if  they  were
one,   Conservative  Jews  expect  to
gain  at  least  a  measure  of recogni-
tion  if they  do  not  associate  them-
selves  with   Reform   more  than   is
necessary for the semblance  of pre-
serving  ke/cz/  yz.sracJ,  Jewish  unity.
Hence      the      spectacle      of     the
Orthodox   establishment   in   Israel
treating  Conservative  Judaism  as if
it were Reform, while Conservative
Jews  try  to  appear  as  orthodox  as
possible   under   the   circumstances,
sometimes      even      surreptitiously
pointing    an     accusing    finger    at
Reform.

Ordination    of   women    by   the
Seminary     has     not     only     given
orthodox opponents all the ammun-
ition they need,  but it  has also pre-
cipitated  a  potential  breakaway  of
the `right wing' of the Conservative
movement. This may lead to further
polarization:      one      side     joining
Reform,  the  other taking the place
of      modern      Orthodoxy.      What
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sociologists have predicted for some
time - the possible breakup of Con-
servative Judaism despite its numer-
ical    strength   -   may   now    come
about.  Recognizing  that  a religious
movement  cannot  exist  without   a
consistent   theological   stance   and
that the middle ground in religion is
invariably  shaky,  experts  have  pre-
dicted   polarization.   We   have   no
reason to rejoice, for the prediction
only reflects the general tendency to
replace clear thinking with confused
doing, and so move to the `right'.

British Reform may wish to learn
this lesson whenever it is tempted to
be  all  things  to  all  people.  In  relig-
ion, you can be crazy, even lazy but
not hazy. It seems that Conservative
Judaism is paying a price for its hazi-
ness  so  that  even  the  alleged  lazi-
ness  of Reform  seems  more  attrac-
tive.             .

The reason why the issue of ordi-
nation of women has contributed to
the  potential  split  in  Conservative
Judaism   must   be   sought   in   the
remarkable    growth   of   American
Reform   in   recent   years.   Despite
theological   weakness   and   a   ten-
dency to anarchy, Reform has made
enormous strides in the recruitment
of members as well as rabbis, in the
building  of  institutions  and  in  the
initiation of projects.

Much    of    this    is    due    to    the
emergence  of  women  as  both  lay
and  rabbinic  leaders  of  the  move-
ment.  Conservative  Judaism  recog-
nized  that  it  was  losing  many  of its
best    people    to    Reform    because
egalitarianism    and    feminism    are
central     issues     in     contemporary
America.   In   the   choice   between
possible     atrophy     and     probable
polarization, it chose the latter.  It is
as yet too early to say if it was worth
it.   Most  of  those  who  today  join
Reform  congregations  continue  to
be young families who grew up Con-
servative but no longer feel at home
there.   It   is   doubtful   whether  the
presence   of   Conservative   women
rabbis  will  be  sufficient  to  reverse
the trend.

The influx of members with more
traditional backgrounds is having its
own effect on Reform.  Much of the
swing  to the  `right' - acceptance  of
kippah    aLnd    tallit    as    legivimate
options      at     prayer,      kczsferwJ     at
synagogue  functions,  greater  stress
on   Hebrew   and   on   the   study   of
texts,   observance   of  Second   Day
Rosh   Hashanah  in  some  plaLces  -
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has   been   initiated   by   these   new
member   families.   Of  course,   this
has often in turn given rise to some
tensions  within   congregations   bet-
ween  `the young turks'  and `the old
guard'  but  not on the  same  scale  as
the  rift  in  the  Conservative  move-
ment.          Reform         has         been
strengthened  by  the  tension  and  it
speaks   today   with   greater   confi-
dence than ever.

All  this  makes  it  even  easier  for
members  of  Reform  congregations
in   Britain   to   feel   at   home   in   an
American Reform environment. As
stated  above,  the  Conservative con-
gregation  reminds  them  too  much
of  the   United   Synagogue   in   Eng-
land, which had ceased to be home
for them a long time ago.

The  reason  why  Reform  Jews  in
Britain  should  be  tempted  to  flirt
with   Conservative   Judaism   is   not
difficult to discern -the fear of anar-
chy    in    the    movement    and    the
danger     of     minimal     observance
among  its   members.   It  is  a  legiti-
mate   fear   which   none   of  us   can
ignore.  However,  the  remedy  may
be   worse   than   the   disease,   for  it
seeks  to  cure  one  extreme - every-
body making Sfoczbbos for himself -

with  another:  Orthodoxy determin-
ing how Sfeczbbos should be made. It
may be easier to fight Reform anar-
chy   from   within   than   to   seek   to
replace  it with rigidity.  Self-scrutiny
and self-criticism are helpful tools in
the endeavour to make Reform not
only   relevant   but   also   authentic.
Imitation  of  other  movements  will
polarize us in the same way as Con-
servative Judaism became polarized
when it tried to imitate Orthodoxy.

As American  Reform  has grown
in   strength,   it   has   become   more
open   to   self-scrutiny.   There   is   an
acute  awareness  of  the  danger  of
anarchy and a growing insistence on
religious  content,  not  only  popular
form.    It    is    this    that    has    made
Reform  so  exciting  for  me:   I  will
suffer the liturgy for the sake of the
search,  and I can endure the empty
pews because of the full classrooms.

The   more   I   observe  American
Reform   and   work   within   it,   the
more conscious I become that it still
runs  the  risk  of  becoming  a  sect,
which  in  time  may  be  relegated  to
oblivion.  But  I  can  also  see  that  it
contains the possibility .of becoming
the   normative   Judaism   of  tomor-
row. To participate in the endeavour

on   behalf   of   the   latter   option   is
exhilarating.   I   hope   that   Reform
Jews  from  Britain  will  sense  it  and,
therefore,  wish  to join  in -despite
the   deviations   from   the   dignified
and     decorous     traditionalism     to
which  they  had  been  accustomed,
and    the     peculiar    Americanisms
which  are  so  jarring  to  British  eyes
and ears.

American  Reform  could  do  with
a  strong  dose  of the  British  variety.
It is  more  doubtful  whether British
Reform should seek to expose itself
to  the  dangers  and  inconsistencies
of       Conservative       Judaism       in
America.   The   World   Union   for
Progressive       Judaism       has       the
framework   that   could   serve   as   a
catalyst.    If   only   Americans   took
Europeans more  seriously. . .  But let
that be the subject  of another artic-
lel
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MERCHANT OF HATE
Alan Podet

I ya.s tapeght_that wh.en.prej_udic_e mixes with genius , the potential for mischief is multiplied. With that in
minqLyhe`n. I w.as aske^d_ !o Pe advisor-copeultgnt_to the Royal Shakespeare Co:mpany fdr a new product.ton

of The:Me:charit Ofvenic,e -now at Stratford-Upon-Avon and due to openin I:dndon i,n wiarch -I
accept?d.w.ith seine. mi5givipgs_.  RSC is committed by charter to present the cycle of the major plays in a set
period. I.thought tpat I might bring opt a certain perspective because the plaj, beybnd beirig ;rndsterwork,

is extremely danger?u5. At the invitation of the Company the following was prep-ared for
their programme notes, though in the end not used.

THE PROBLEM WITH ANY
production   of  Shakespeare's
M erchant of venice .is not how

it  is  staged,  but  in  the  play  itself.
Merchant,  +Ike   Othello,  \.lke  Titus
A#czro#z.cLfs,   is   irretrievably   racist.
Admittedly  by  one  of  the  greatest
masters  of the  English  language,  it
was  written  like  the  other  plays  to
fill  theatres  and  to  make  money  in
an  age  when  the  danger  of  racism
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was hardly recognized,  and the sen-
timents in these plays were perfectly
acceptable theatre.

The    new    Royal     Shakespeare
Company  production  of  A4crcfe¢#f,
directed by William Alexander, with
Anthony Sher as Shylock,  attempts
to treat Shylock as a real person. He
has been given here a proper histori-
cal   setting,   namely,    16th   to   17th
Century  Venice  at  about  the  time

the play was written.
At  that  time,   there  were  three

separate   communities   or   `nations'
of Jews living in Venice. The oldest,
with roots dating back to the time of
Jesus, was the Italian-German com-
munity.

Much  smaller but wealthier were
the    `Ponentines',    refugees    from
Spain   and   Portugal   who   had   left

Cofi[inued on next page



Iberia largely because of the Inquisi-
tion which reached a peak of power
in Spain in  1492 and in Portugal five
years later.  Many Iberian Jews were
converted  to   Christianity  by  force
and  continued  as  `New  Christians'
to  be  faithful  Jews  in  secret. These
early   victims   of  religious   persecu-
tion  were  called  A4czrrcz#os,  `Swine',
and  were  hunted  down  by  Church
authorities  and  often  burned  alive.
Venice   was   the   main   port   to  the
Near East,  then  under tolerant and
enlightened   Ottoman   rule.  There-
fore   many   Jews,   secret   or   other-
wise,  fled  to Venice because  escape
from there was easy.I

The  last  group  were  the  Orien-
tals,   connected  with  the  Ottoman
Empire  which  then  included  Israel.
Their   appearance   was   reasonably
distinctive,  and Shylock for Alexan-
der's  production  purposes  has  been
identified  as  a  member of this com-
munity.  There  was  a  great  deal  of
trade   between   the   Ottoman  Near
East   and   Venice.   The   Ottomans
knew that  they could  trust the Jews
because   the   Jews   felt   they   were
unsafe  in  Christendom. The  Sultan-
Caliph    therefore    often    used   the
Jews   in   various   ways   for   dealing
with  the  Christian West,  sometimes
even as his ambassadors.

The  Venetian  Jews  were  a  very
sophisticated community. They exer-
cised  a  large  degree  of self-govern-
ment,   raised   their  own   enormous
taxes  which  were   extorted  by  the
Doge        and        the        Serenissima
Dominante, as the Venetian govern-
ment   was   called,   had   their   own
system  of free public education and
charity  funds,  and  enjoyed  the  ser-
vices  of  a  class  of great  rabbis  and
teachers  unexcelled  for  scholarship
and   ability   in   all   Europe.   Books
were  printed  in  Hebrew for general
distribution     in     the     community,
which  is  testimony  to  their  remark-
ably high standard of education. The
best   known   Jewish   scholar  in   the
world  at  that  time,  Leon  Modena,
was the unofficial chief rabbi of ven-
ice.   a   man   expert   in   ancient   and

modern philosophy,  languages,  and
history.  He  once,  at  the  age  of  12,
wrote   a   poem   which   when   read
aloud  makes  perfect sense in  either
Italian   or   Hebrew.   It   is   a   lovely
ctegy  cat:led Chi Nasce  Muorl Kinah
Shemor.

Salomone  de  Rossi,  one  of  the
greatest   Jewish   composers   of  the
Italian  renaissance,  was  composing
magnificent  synagogue  melodies  as
well  as  Italian  love  ballads  for  this
community at this time. In short the
Jews of Venice took part fully in the
high  renaissance.  They  were  often
as adept  at dancing and writing sec-
ular  literature  as  at  religious  mat-
ters.   If  gambling   was   a   common
Gentile  Venetian  vice,  the  Jewish
community  too  suffered  from  it  as
from a plague. It was a good time to
be a Jew in Venice.

Part of what made Venice so good
was  the  fact  that  the  city  was  rela-
tively  liberal.  The  `freedom  of Ven-
ice' was famous.  People of different
backgrounds mixed in this most cos-
mopolitan port. The greatest Jewish
preachers     would     show     up     in
churches  to  hear what  their  Christ-
ian  colleagues  were  saying,  and the
finest  Christian  preachers  attended
Jewish  services,  often  telling  their
own   people   later   how   impressive
they  found  the  music,  the  liturgy
and    the    preaching.    Ideas    were
exchanged  with  a  degree  of  open-
ness   that   some   visitors   to  Venice
found  quite  shocking.  The  hand  of
the  Holy  Office  of  the  Inquisition
seemed very far away.

At  the  same  time,  although Ven-
ice was free by the  standard of 16th
century     Christian     Europe,     we
would  not  call  it  free  today.   Jews
were  required  to  wear  special  col-
oured  patches  on  their  clothes  or

£Pue:ifi[aFea:i:::9antt¥¥sttt:,m]5a]n6:::I
Jews  were  forced  against  their  will
to move into a new Venetian  inven-
tion,  the  Gfecf/o  or cannon foundry
district,   an  overcrowded  industrial
slum.  All  the  Jews  of Venice  were
allowed    to    remain    only   on    the
strength  of a temporary co7tczo#cz,  a
`safe    conduct'    resolution,    which

expired   more   or   less   every   ten
years.  It  was  always  renewed  after
an extortionate `loan' to the govern-
ment,   but   it   kept   reminding   the
Jews   that   they   were   permanent
strangers even though some of them
had   been   living   and   dying   there
since    the    Romans    marched    on
ancient  Jerusalem  and  sent  Jewish

slaves back to Italy.
Also  good  for  the  Jews  was  the

fact  that  Venice  was  fiercely  inde-
pendent,  and was particularly suspi-
cious   of   Rome.   Henry  VIII   had
recently  thrown   off  the   power  of
Rome in England, the work of Mar-
tin Luther was being appreciated in
Germany  as a means not merely to
reform the  Church but for the Ger-
man princes to free themselves from
Rome's control. Similarly, in Venice,
although  there  was  a  Holy  Inquisi-
tion Office, it was strictly controlled
by    the    Serenissima,    which    dis-
trusted the  Pope and generally pro-
tected Venetian merchants.

The Jews in Venice were forced to
become     pawnbrokers     and     old
clothes   sellers   for   the   most   part.
The    Catholic    church    prohibited
Christians  from  lending  money  at
interest,  but  it  did  not  itself choose
to  establish  free  loan  banks.   Now
Jewish    law    also    forbids    lending
money   at   interest,   but  when   the
Jews were forbidden by law to prac-
tice other crafts or trades or to work
the   land,   they   did  whatever  they
could   to   stay   alive   and  raised the
extortions demanded by their Chris-
tian   rulers.   Venice   had   its   many
poor,  and  the  Jewish  pawnbrokers
were  the  only  ones  who  would  risk
lending    to    them    under    any    cir-
cumstances.  At  times  the  Venetian
state set the interest rates arbitrarily
at about five per cent.  No Christian
was  likely to be interested in taking
on  the risk  of loss for such  a figure,
even  if  allowed  to   do  so.   At  one
point,   an   Order   of   the   Catholic
church  tried  to  enter  the  loan  busi-
ness,  but  it  fluctuated  between  set-
ting   the   rate   high,   which   turned
away  their  clientele,  or  low,  which
threatened  to  bankrupt  them.  The
business  was  soon  returned  to  the
Jews.  So  Venice  needed  its  Jewish
merchants,   and   they   needed   the
protection of the state.

The  end  of the  renaissance,  with
its  relative  freedom  and  tolerance,
was   already   in   the   air.   Soon   the
restrictive    measures    of    counter-
reformation   would   attack   liberty
and  freedom  and  make  life  harder
for   Venice's   Jewry.    But   for   the
moment,   despite   the   ghetto,   the
special clothing laws, the bigots who
might  with  laughing  impunity  spit
upon  one's  Jewish  gabardine,  Ven-
ice  remained  a  fairly  good  place  to
live.3

How  did   all   this   compare  with
English  attitudes to Jews in  Shakes-
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peare's time?
Although  the  Jews came  to  Eng-

land with William the Conqueror in
1066,   after   the   Crusades   of   the
1100's and 1200's they were expelled
in  1290.

Queen     Elizabeth     I     in     1586
appointed as her personal physician
a    man    named    Roderigo    Lopez,
thought   to   be   a   Portuguese   Mar-
rano.  As  a result of Court  intrigue,
he   was   falsely   accused   of   being
involved in a plot to poison her.  On
the  advice  of  Essex  and  others  of
Elizabeth's advisors, the Queen was
persuaded to sign his death warrant.

Accordingly,  on  7  June  1594,  he
was   hanged   until   he   was   almost
dead,   and   then   drawn   and   quar-
tered - cut open and pulled apart -
before  a large cheering crowd. This
resulted in his demise. The case also
aroused   considerable   anti-Semitic
feeling at that time.

Marlowe's    hostile    presentation,
The Jew of Malta, dated £Iom 1590,
but by then no identifiable Jews had
been living in England for three Gen-
turies.   Shakespeare's   A4ercfecz#f   o/
Vc#z.cc   was   first   performed   seven
years later,  in  1597.  His ideas about
Jews     cannot     have     come     from
English Jewish contacts, since there
were none.  He can only have relied
on     reading     literature     and     on
stereotypes  common  in  the  society
of  his   day,   or  on   indirect  contact
with     the     Jews     of    Venice     or
elsewhere.

Now  there  may  have  been  some
Marranos who lived in England, but
they would not have been known to
Shakespeare as Jews.

In  1655,  fully half a century after
A4crcfecz#f   opened   and   long   after
Shakespeare   was   dead,   the   first
request from Jews  to  come  back to
England  was  sent  to  Cromwell  by
Rabbi  Manasseh  ben  Israel  of  the
Netherlands.   The    following    year
Manasseh   ben   Israel   with   others
petitioned the  Council of State.  No
record  is  known  of  any  answer  by
Cromwell  or  by  the  Council,  since
these  pages  have  been  torn  out  of
the  record.  But  the  site  of the  first
synagogue built thereafter bears the
date  1657.  It is on Creechurch Lane
in London.4

Actually, Cromwell may not have
needed  much  convincing.  For  one
thing,   the   Puritans   knew  a  great
deal  about religious  bigotry,  having
suffered  enough  of it.  Also,  Crom-
well  personally  liked  Jews,  and  he
also   considered   them  to   be  good
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citizens  and  a  stable  business  in flu-
ence.   Finally,   he   could   not   have
failed  to  be  amused  by  Manasseh
ben   Israel's   magnificent   argument
to the effect that -
(1)   as  a   religious  man,   Cromwell
must  believe   in   and   promote  the
second coming of the Christian Mes-
siah; and
(2)  he  must  also  accept  the  Christ-
ian  teaching  that  the  Messiah  will
not  return  until  the  Jews  are  dis-
persed to C every corner of the earth' .,
(3)   Now  then,  since  there  are  no
Jews   in   England   -   `Angle-Terre',
`corner   of  the   earth'   -,   England

alone may be preventing the return
of  the  Christian   Messiah,  a  sinful
condition   remediable   only   by   re-
admitting the Jews!

Cromwell's response to this is not
known. No document, in fact, exists
re-admitting the Jews to England.

All this was far in the future, how-
ever.  What  is  clear  is  that  Shakes-
peare  and  his  audience  knew  less
about   real    Jews    than   American
minstrel    show    audiences    in    the
1800's knew about real Blacks

The   racism   that   pervades   A4cr-
cfecz#J   was    probably    not    Shakes-
peare's focus.  But here as in  Offec//o
or Titus Andronicus there is no wa.y
to  avoid  the  racism  without  doing
violence   to   the  text.   After  World
War 11 and after Mr.  Stalin, it is not
possible  to.  read  or  hear  that  lan-
guage   without   being   utterly   dis-
tracted from  the play.  Some  people
even  are  convinced  that  the  whole
point on which  A4c7'cfocr#f is based is
nothing   less   than   the   conflict   of
Judaism    and    Christianity.    Hyam
Maccoby the writer and librarian of
Leo    Baeck    College    argues    bril-
liantly  that   Shylock's   `faults'   arise
from     his     theology     of     justice,
whereas    Antonio's    `virtues'    arise
from his theology of mercy. Like the
pride of Milton's Satan, the pride of
Shylock  seems  a  sin  to  Christians,
but  to  Jews  a  virtue,  the  virtue  of
self-respect which enables  a man to
stand   up   to   bullying   whether   by
men    or    by    God.    In    this    view
Shylock is the only adult in a play of
children,      and     in     this     childish

paradise  lies,  for  Shakespeare,  the
appeal of Christianity. The play thus

i:::Sally a paradigm of the crucifix-
The  play  is  rich  with  symbolism

and     meanings,     some     of    them
intended.  One  can find  in  it a good
deal  of  support  for  whatever  posi-
tion  one  is  advocating.  It  is  among

other things able  to  serve  as  a com-
fort and a support for bigots as well
as  for  poets.  On  that  account,  the
play    is    a    potentially    dangerous
instrument.     Presenting    it    to    an
unprepared audience is undertaking
a serious risk.

However,  this  production  is  radi-
cally   different   from   others   lately
seen, developing as it does the tradi-
tion  of  Macready  and  Olivier  to  a
new point. One can see Shylock pre-
sented  as a  human  being,  driven  by
other  people's  hate  and  intolerance
into    irrational    action.     One    can
understand why he acts  as he  does,
and  one  can  see  him  not  as  a stock
flat  character  but  as  a  whole  man,
with   the   flaws   and   strength   of  a
man.   In  that  way,   this  production
shows  a  deeper  sense  of  common
humanity   in   Shylock   than   many
others  have  done.  The  character  is
presented as more full and rounded
than in other productions. The same
applies  to   the  other  characters  as
well.    In   Alexander's   hands,   they
emerge not merely as sweetness and
light figures cut out, as it were, from
a    situation    comedy.    They    have
depth,  and  they  reveal  dark  sides.
The play, as a result, now has some-
thing  quite  serious  to  say  about  a
flawed society and how it affects the
human soul.

But  is  that  somcffef.;7g  implicit  in
the play as it was written?

It seems the answer to that is that
the special someffez.#g which this pre-
sentation  brings  to  the  play  comes
from the combination of a  1597 play
as  interpreted   by  a   1987  dramatic
company.  The  meaning  of  the  play
comes   quite   properly   out   of   the
combination,     not     out     of     the
received text alone6|

Rabbi   Dr.   Pbdet   /.s   As.s.ot.i.fl/c   P;.o/fj.j.(7;.   o/
Philosophy  ai.d  Religious  Studies,  Slate  Uni-
versity  College  a[  BLlffa[o,  New York.  an(I  f()r
1986-1987  was  [he Visiling  Lec[iii-er a(  the  I,e>()
Baeck  College,  London.

NOTES
1.     Columbus   may   have   been   a   Marrant).

Marranos  sailed  with  him  in   1492.   Luis
de  Torres  was  known  to  be  Jewish  zind
became,   as   the   official   translator.   the
first  European  of  that  expedition  to  set
foot   on   American   soil.   See   also   Neil
Hirschon.    `Was    Shakespeare    a    Mar-
rano?',  MJ.cJs/r€czm  January  1987,  pp.  43-
48.
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2.     In vienna, Jews were first made to wear
a  yellow circle  on  the  left shoulder,  later
a yellow hat, and by Shylock's time a red
hat.  Leslie  Bruning,  `Venice:  a Way-Sta-
tion'.   A4z.ds/rcom  January   1981,  pp.   34-
3]., Cech Ftoth. A  History of the Jews  in
Vc#j.ce.  The  Jewish  Publication  Society
of  America,   Philadelphia,   1930  pp.  39-
71-

3.      Howard Adelman, Sztcccss cJ/?d Faz./wre z.H
the  Seventeenth Ceri[ury  Ghello of venice

(Ph.D., Brandeis University,1985), from
University      Microfilms      lnternational`
Ann    Arbor,    Michigan.    and    London.
Edna       Krane,       `Shylock-Symbol      or
Stereotype',   A4!.dsfrecz/72,   May   1985`   pp.
56-58   argues   that   Shakespeare   means
Venice  to  be  understood  as  the  Secular
City,  in contrast to  Belmont,  the  City of
God,   so   that   A4circfec!#f   is   a   satire   on
Augustipe's  Cz./y a/ God.  Her  new  book
is Shylock and Other  Innocent Victims .

4.     Jonathan A.  Romain c/ cz/., A#g/a-/cwry
I.# Ev!.cJc„cc (The Michael Goulston Edu-
cational Foundation,  80 East End Road,
Finchley,  London N3 2SY,1985), pp.  68-
79., Cecjtl E`oth. A  History  of the Jews  in
E#g/cI„d,     Clarendon     Press,     Oxford,
1964);     Lucien     Wolf,     A4¢#czss'ch     bcH
Israel's     Mission    to    Oliver    Cromwell

(Macmillan,  London,1901).
5.     Hyam Maccoby, `The Figure ofshylock',

M!.c!sfrccJm   February,    1970,   pp.   56-69,
and   Hyam   Maccoby,   `The   Delectable
Daughter',  A4z.dsf;.cczm,  November  1970,
pp.  50-60.

From one point of view it is possible to
consider   the   play   a   dramatic   failure:
when Shakespeare originally brought the
play  out  it  was  officially  registered  as  a
comedy.  Presumably  the  intended  point
was  that  the  Merchant Antonio  lost  his
money   and   fell   into  the  hands  of  the
monster,  then  recovered  both  his safety
and his substance and all ended well. But
the   monster   ran   away   with   the   play.
What   actor   would   elect   to   play   the
kindly merchant if he could play the col-
ourful  villian?  So  the  point  of the  com-
edy     is     lost,     and     everything     after
Shylock's destruction is anticlimax.

6.     With   grateful   thanks   to   Mr.   William
Alexander,   Mr.   Charles   Evans,   Rabbi
Dr.   Hugo  Gryn,  the  Reverend  Canon
Dr. Raymond Hammer, Ms. Claire Hope
of the  Royal Academy of Dramatic Art,
Rabbi  Dr. A.  Levy, Mr.  Hyam Maccoby
of  the  Leo  Baeck  College,  Dr.  William
Postman,  Mr.  Roy  Segal  of  Leo  Baeck
College,   Mr.   Anthony   Sher,   and   the
Company   of   Mcrcfeci#/   for   their   com-
ments   and   discussions.   See   also  W.H.
Arden,  The  Dyer's  Hand,  chapter  on
`Brothers  and  Others';  J.R.  Brown  and

Bernard  Harris,  ed. ,  Ec[r/y  Sfeczkespcare
Stratford-Upon-Avon    Series    3,    `The
Realisation   of   Shylock'.   John   Russell
Brown  on  the  portrayal  of  Shylock  by
classic actors such as Kean, Macklin, and
Irving;    Oscar    James    Campbell    and
Edward  Quinn Methuen,  ed., A SAczkcs-
peare   Encyclopaedia,  for  the  sources,
origins,   first   performances,   first  print-
ings,   and   critics;   D.S.   Chambers,   7lfec
/mpcrz.a/ Age of Vc#J.cc; Wolf Mankowitz,
`The   Merchant   of  Venice',   in   Sfeakes-

pcarc  I.#  PcrspccJz.vc, Vol.  1, Ariel,  BBC
Publ.,  London,   1982;  Mary  Mccarthy,
Vc"I.cc   Obscrvcd;   Amold  Wesker,   7lfrc
A4crch¢j7f, Methuen Student Edition.

HIGHLIFE &
HAPPINESS
WHEN I WAS A KID. THE

annual holiday to Margate
was  the  highpoint  of  the

year. We saved for it, planned for it,
anxiously       considered       boarding
houses and fought our way through
the swirling crowds at the station to
get  on  the  packed train,  which was
transporting  us  out of Stepney to  a
week  of  highlife  and  happiness  on
the English Riviera.

Hotels  were  beyond  our  means
but  our  boarding house  was  secure
in  the  gentility  of  Cliftonville.  All
fantasies    were    fulfilled    on    the
esplanade.  Ma wore beach pyjamas
-very smart -and Pa a blazer with a
badge  -  provenance  uncertain.  As
they  processed  up  and  down,  they
greeted   other   Jewish   tailors   and
their  wives,   all  wearing  a  languid
and  leisured  look  which,  for  a  few
days,   miraculously   replaced   their
normal worried and worn one.

The venue has changed but I still
feel  the  same  excitement  as  I  sign
on  for  some  Costa  or  other.  Bath-
rooms,   balconies  and  booze  were
unknown     luxuries     in     boarding
houses but the holiday excitement is
still the same - and the same advice
applies to Gatwick and Benidorm as
it once did to the Southern Railway
and the Kent coast.

Pack  the  things  you  really  want,
not the things you ought to want. A
fur  coat  may  be  the  nicest  thing  in
your  wardrobe  but   sand   and  sun
lotion  won't  do  it  any  good  on  a
beach in Benidorm. You have to be
honest with yourself !

One old lady I knew always took
her  stone  hot-water  bottle  to  the
Mediterranean,  even during a heat-
wave.  It  was  psychologically  neces-
sary.  She clutched it with her feet -
even  though  it  was  filled  with  cold
water -and it helped her sleep.

I also take some oddities with me.
I take English mustard in a tube - I
can't  abide  the  Continental  sort  -

and  also  a  bottle  of  brown  sauce,
which I consider an underrated item
of British cuisine.

I   also   take   a  Bible.   It's  just   as
good as From Here to Eternity when
you   are   lodged   in   the   limbo   of
Luton for more hours than you care
to consider.  It's fun reading straight
through,  including  all  the juicy bits
which get left out of fJ¢/fczro£,.child-
ren's   services   and   services   about
Jewish values.  It makes a very good
read though, as I said, it's not kiddy
stuff.   Don't,   by   the   way,   get   an
Authorised Version, or even a Heb-
rew one, unless your Hebrew is very
good.   Get  a  modern  English  one
and don't look up things -just read
straight  through,   all  the  guts  and
gore as I've said.

You  need  something  spiritual  on
holiday,  because  the  happiness  you
seek is inside you -not just outside
you  -  and  the  rules  for  happiness
don't change when you're away from
home - and that goes for Marbella
as well as Margate.

When  you're  displaced  and  your
fantasy bumps into reality, which is
what    happens    on    holiday,    then
spiritual reading is not a luxury but
a real necessity.  One good book can
underpin my moods, which have no
routine  to  check  them.  Last  year  I
took   rc#sz.o#s   by   Harry  Williams
away   with   ire.    On   the   holiday
before that I threw in an old copy of
Victor Gollancz's ycczr o/ Grczcc just
before I closec]  the case.

What   about   the   RSGB   Sz'cZcZz{r
and  A4czcfezor? You  might  get  more
than   you   realise  from  the   not-so-
popular   pages   -  the   psalms   that
never get read, the prayers that are
rarely prayed,  the  prefaces and the
people listed at the back.

Rabbi  Lionel  BIue  z.s.  co"vc#or o/ /fee  Bcffe
Din of the  Reform  Synagogues  of Great  Bri-
tain.   His   Monday   morning   broadcasts   on
Radio   Four's   `Thougl.i  for   the   Day'   have
made   him  a   household  name.   Among  his
books   ¢rc'   To   Heaven   with   Scribes   and
Pharisees  czHcZ  Backdoor  to   Heaven.   Bolts
£Tom the Blue was published in 1986.
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SAGA OF SURVIVAL
Claire Hilton

AHOOF   PRINT  AND   A
wheel  mark  in  the  soil by  a
stream  some  tens  of  miles

from  Bombay  mark  the spot where
Elijah  is  said  to  have  ascended  to
heaven   in   his   chariot.   People   go
there to pray. A few years ago some
building  work  was  planned  on  this
site,  and  the  developer  and  his  son
both suddenly died. Magical powers
indeed? Jewish people, synagogues,
a  cemetery and Jewish-owned soda
water    factories    appear    scattered
through  villages  in  the  hills  to  the
south of Bombay.

Early  on  a  steaming  hot  Sunday,
just  after  Cfe¢rf Lfkczfe we were driven
out in a car resembling a 1950s Mor-
ris  Oxford,  from  the  elegant  Victo-
rian  gothic  area  of  the  law  courts
and the university,  through  the pov-
erty-lined  streets  of suburban  Bom-
bay, along bumpy roads and out into
the  clean  air  and  freshness  of  the
hills on the road to Pune. We turned
off  towards  the   village  of  Panvel,
and  drove  into the centre. We stop-
ped by the side of a building painted
white with closed mustard coloured
shutters  and  orange  graffiti  on  the
wall.   Women   were   sitting   by   the
roadside  weaving  cane  baskets.   A
gate  leading  into  a courtyard  stood
on  the  left.  Paint  was  peeling  from
the   walls   and   the  words   BCJfe   E/,
House  of  God,   were  inscribed  in
Hebrew  on  the  lintel.   One  of  our
guides,   Ralphy   Jhirad,   ran   inside
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and greeted an elderly gentleman, a
slightly built Indian wearing a black
skull cap.

The elderly man and his wife live
in    a    room    opening    on    to    the
coutyard. The room is dark and cool
inside,   there   is   a   bed,   chairs,   a
table, some well used cooking uten-
sils  and  a  few  clothes  hanging  on
hooks   around   the  walls.   A  faded
pink  plastic  carrier  bag  with  Heb-
rew  letters  on  it  announcing that  it
was  from  Jerusalem  bulges  full  on
another   hook,   and   a   few   other
souvenirs  from  Israel  are  scattered;
their son  had gone  on  cz/I.yczfe.

The   next   door   along   was   pad-
locked,  but  a  small  wooden  block
by  the  side  told  us  that  the  cfeczzcz#
lived  there.  The  elderly  gentleman
unlocked  the  door  of  the  140  year
old   synagogue   as   we   sat   on   the
benches    outside    to    remove    our
shoes.    It   was   a   spartan   looking
building   and   traditional  glass  pot-
shaped Be;7e Jsrczc/ lamps hung from
the ceiling. A couple of szrrc forczfe in
wooden cases stood on a mat in the
ark.  No  silver  or  other  ornaments

adorned   these   scrolls.   Our  guides
slipped  a  20  rupee  note  under  the
mat in the ark, and we followed. We
looked   up   at   the   ten   command-
ments written in full above the ark,
and  the  shimmering #er /czm!.cZ over-
head, and wandered outside.

It  was  about  ten  o'clock  in  the
morning by this time, and we drove
on and up into the hills, through vil-
lages  of  thatched  huts  with  groups
of  people   socialising   and   drawing
water  at  the  wells,  people  waiting
for  buses,   people  working  in   the
fields   or   washing   clothes   in   the
pond,   people  walking  and  people
running.  Soon we arrived at the lit-
tle  town  of Pen  where the  noise  of
people   talking   and   shouting   and
buying   and   bargaining   and   filling
their    market    was    overwhelming.
Trying to  drive  through  people and
stalls so closely packed was a terrify-
ing experience,  so  we finally  edged
our  way   up  to  the  synagogue  on
foot.   Ralphy   recognised   a   friend
who found the caretaker. An impos-
ing building behind a high pale blue
painted  stone  wall  was  opened  for
us. A couple of children followed us
in,    curiously    eyeing    two    white
foreigners   and   our   friends   from
Bombay,   but   otherwise  feeling   at
home   in   their   synagogue.    I   was
handed  a  long  dark  brown  twisted
sfeo/czr,  with  an  unusually  large  and
comfortable  carved  mouthpiece.   I
blew it gently and its mellow sounds
echoed  round  the  synagogue.   But
the   caretaker   showed   us   how   it
should  be  blown  with  an  oriental
Bc7!e Jsrczc/ sequence  of calls which
reverberated   around   the   building.
The  shutters were  opened  and  rays
of light  cut  across the  room. A sim-
plc    coarsely    woven    brightly   col-
oured    cotton    sheet    covered    the
reader's    desk.    The    hand    carved
wooden  doors  of  the  ark  were  set
back  in  a  semi-circular  alcove  up  a
few  steep  steps.  Hanging  from  the
ceiling were  the  traditional  pot-like
lamps  with  the  more  recent  addi-
tions of a few fluorescent lights and
several  fans  whirring  round  to  stir
up  some  sort  of  breeze.  The  few
Jewish  families left in  Pen still hold
services   on   Sfeczbbczf   and   festivals.
We wandered back through the mar-
ket    buying   some    curious    boiled
cathra nuts. These looked like large
hairy  hazelnuts  without  shells.  Our
guide,    Arty    Samson,    was    very
pleased   with   the   purchase   since
cathra  nuts  are  difficult  to  find  in
the markets in Bombay.
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We  left  Pen  and  Arty  Samson,
who   is   a   retired   judge,   kept   us
amused   with   jokes,   Marathi   and
English  songs,  and  tales  of  Indian
Jews.  The  Be#c  Jsrczc/  are  not  the
only  Jews  in  India.  There  are  the
Cochinis       from       Cochin,       the
`Baghdadis'  from  all  over  the  Mid-

dle  East,   and  a  group  of  Liberal
•Jews   with   their   own   synagogue,

Rodef Shalom where we a:ttended aL
Sfeflbb¢/  service.  But  since  Ralphy
Jhirad  and  Arty  Samson  are  Bc73c
Jsrczc/ we heard most about their his-
tory.  It is not known when the Bc73c
Js;'czc/   arrived   in   India,   but   their
tradition dates the event around 175
BCE.    They    believe    that    some
remnants of the Ten Tribes were liv-
ing  in  Galilee,  isolated  from  their
co-religionists, and decided to leave
because   of  the   oppression   of  the
Syrian   king  Antiochus   Epiphanes
(175-163  BCE).  They  are  proud  of
the fact that they have  always been
known  by  the  ror¢fo  name  of Bc#c
Jsr¢c/ rather than the later name of
Jew. The  story  goes  that  they  were
shipwrecked    at    Navagaon    about
twenty  miles  south  of Bombay  and
only  seven  men  and  seven  women
survived,   and   from   these   people
today's  Bcrzc  Jsrczc/  are  descended.
The bodies of those who died in the
shipwreck  were  washed  up  on  the
shore and.buried in the cemetery at
Navagaon,   the  women  under  one
ancient   mound,    the   men    under
another.   We   visited  the  cemetery.
Many  of  the  graves  are  unnamed
and   simply   marked   out   on   the
ground not by a single slab but by a
rectangular outline of small weather
worn   black  stones.  A  15  foot  tall
modern grey concrete pillar, erected
in memory of the early Bc#c Jsrczc/,
looks   incongruous   towering   over
the  graves   at  the  far  end   of  the
cemetery.  It is  hexagonal  and  at  its
base a six pointed star points out in
all directions. The top of the pillar is
inscribed  with  the  Hebrew  letters
shin,  yod,  yod,  alef,  yod,  alef,  the
six initial letters of the words of the
first  line  of  the  Sfecmcz,  the  prayer
which  the  Bc#c  /srczc/ remembered
throughout  their  centuries  of isola-
tion   from   the   rest   of  the   Jewish
world. The  grass  around the graves
was scorched brown by the sun, but
the   hedge   between   the   cemetery
and the  road was green,  with  some
coconut  palms  towering  overhead.
Even  this  small  quiet  cemetery  on
the  edge  of  a  sleepy  village  has  its
caretaker  who  was  fetched  as  we
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arrived. And just before we left, his
son appeared with a canvas bag con-
taining  four  fresh   green   coconuts
which   his   father   skillfully   decapi-
tated,  a  much  appreciated  refresh-
ment for us,  and some extra rupees
for him.

The  Bc#c Jsrczc/ who  had  arrived
at  Navagaon  multiplied  and  spread
into  the  surrounding villages  in  the
area  known  as  the  Konkan.  They
knew   the  first  line  of  the  Sfecmcz,
observed  the  sabbath,  circumcision
and   basic   kczsforL££.    It   was   David
Rahabi  who  was  suspicious  of  the
origins   of   these   people   and   pre-
sented one of their women folk with
a  gift  of some  fish.  She  sorted  the
fish, only keeping those which were
kosfeer. Tradition says that he `disco-
vered'   the    Be#c   Jsrac/   nearly   a
thousand  years  ago,  but  it  is  more
likely  that  he  was  a  Cochini  travel-
ling  on  behalf  of  the  Dutch  East
India Company in  the  18th century.
Rahabi is said to have lived with the
Bc#c  /srczc/ for  some  time  teaching
them    about    traditional    Judaism.
But it was not until the beginning of
the  19th  century  that  they  learned
Hebrew,      from      Christian      mis-
sionaries. The Sz.ddwr was translated
into   the   local   language,   Marathi,
about  a century  ago,  and there is  a
Marathi    Hczgczczdczfe    translated    by
Hyam  Isaac  Galsulkar,  who  is  said
to  have  been  unable  to  read  Heb-
rew,  but completed his work with  a
Christian  missionary  translation  of
Exodus and some help from a rabbi
in  Cochin.  The  BCHc /srczc/ were  to
the  Hindus  just  like  another  caste.
Dining with them or marrying them
was  forbidden,   a  fact  which  must
have  helped  their  survival  over  the
centuries. They were  known  locally
as    Shanwar    Teli,    which    means
`Saturday  oil  pressers',  but this was

not   their   only   occupation.   Some
were    carpenters,    others   reached
high ranks in the army and educated
women taught in the schools, a role
not   thought   appropriate   for   edu-
cated  Hindu  women.  Today  there
a.re     many     young     Bene     Israel
engineers,  chemists,  physicists  and
other  scientists  who  received  their
early  education  in  the  Jewish  run
ORT i Organisation for Rehabilita-
tion  and Training - school  in  Bom-
bay,  of  which  Ralphy  Jhirad  is  the
director.

One  ceremony  is  unique  to  the
Bc#e  Jsrczc/.  It  is  similar  to  various
Hindu  practices.   On   special   occa-
sions mcz/I.cZcz,  in  honour of Elijah,  is

performed  in  the  home.  The  hymn
Eliahu  Hanavi .[s sung aLr\d a. prayer
is  recited  over  parched  rice,  shred-
ded    coconut,    raisins    and    spices
which are then eaten.

By  the  end  of  the   18th  century
some  Bc#c  /srczc/ had  moved  to the
new  British  port  of Bombay,  and  a
synagogue   was    opened    there   in
1796.    More   recently,   Bc#c   /sroc/
have  moved  all  over  India,  and  to
Israel,  England,  and  other  corners
of the world.  What was  a commun-
ity  of 20,000  in  1951  has  now  dwin-
dled to around 5,000.

The   last   village   we   visited   was
Alibag.   Lavy's  soda  water  factory
stands  in  the  middle  of the  village,
and  a  little  bungalow  nearby  bears
the name `Abraham Lodge' together
with  a  wooden  mGz#zczfe.  Another
house had three hand prints around
its  door,  a  Passover  custom.  Some
of   the   houses   with   mezwzo/   no
longer  have  Jewish  occupants.  The
19th  century  synagogue  was  set  in
pretty  grounds  with  lots  of  shrubs
and a tall betel palm with its tan col-
oured nuts high amongst the leaves.
There  was  a  well  from  which  was
drawn  a  bucket  of  water  for  us  to
wash  our  hands  before  we  ate  our
picnic.  We  sat  on  the  sheltered  ter-
race  in  front  of  the  A4czgc#  AvoZ  -
Shield  of  the  Fathers -  synagogue,
ate our sandwiches, spicy crisps and
bananas and  drank our Indian beer
and soda water. The most eye-catch-
ing  feature  outside  the  synagogue
was  a  foot  long glittering  oval  mar-
ble  mczkzczfo,   a  beautifully  carved
spiral   of   leaves   over   the   central
scroll  case.  An  old  list  of  rules  for
behaviour in  the  synagogue was  on
the   notice   board.    Inside,   a   well
worn   Marathi   and   Hebrew  sz.cZc!!#'
lay closed on the reader's desk.

It   was   late   and   dark   when   we
arrived back  in  Bombay. The  roads
were full of lorries and buses sound-
ing   their   horns   and   belching   out
clouds of black exhaust. The fumes
wafted  in  through  the  car  windows
and carbon monoxide headaches set
in.   It   had   been   an   amazing   day.
Even  more  than  the  sightseeing,  it
had  been  a  privilege  to  have  been
with  Ralphy  Jhirad  and  Arty  Sam-
son,   and   one   of  the   oldest   com-
munities in Kc/a/ yz.srcze/I

Clalre  Hilton  was  born  in  East  London  and
studied  Medicine a[ S[.  Bartholomew's  Hospi-
tal.  She is presently a Senior House Officer in
Paediatrics    and   is   married   to    Rabbi    Dr.
Michael  Hi[[on.
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PENEK
Dovid Bergelson

12th August,  1987 was the 35th anniversary of the murder in the Moscow  Lyubyanka prison of twenty-five leaders of the Soviet
Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee, including the most outstanding surviving Yiddish writers like Perets Markish, Itsik Fefer,  Dovid
Hofstein and Dovid Bergelson, perhaps the finest Yiddish prose-writer of modern ti.mes.  He was shot on his 68th birthday. The

following is a translation from his novel By the Dnieper (Baym Dnieper) .

THE   NEWS   ABOUT  THE
Kishinev    pogrom    together
with the attempts of gangs of

hooligans  to  provoke  a  pogrom  in
town  here  had  preoccupied  Penek
more  and  more  ever  since  yester-
day,  driven  his thoughts  inward.  In
one   fell   swoop   they   altered   the
appearance of people, of the world
and    of   the    gentiles   on    Sadova
Street, who that morning were snap-
ping up from streer-corner vendors
copies of the  local Black Hundreds
newspaper with its prominent head-
line  `The  Peoples  of the World  are
Venting  their  Justifiable  Anger  on
the Jews'.

Though  he  had  never  by  nature
been a proud man, this time Penek
found it irksome to show his face to
the  gentiles  on  Sadova  Street  and
this  painful  sensation,  both  strong
and deeply rooted, drove out every-
thing else  from  his  mind  and made
him wonder:

`What goes on here?'

Mainly it was that a deep sense of
humiliation had settled on  him like
a heavy burden, just as if all the stig-
mata  of  shame  which  he  recalled
from Jewish history were on his per-
son.  For seventeen centuries, there
had  been  no  forgiveness  for  him,
Penek.  He was persecuted, his con-
duct and his ancestry were mocked,
he  was  hunted.  There  was  no  tor-
ment to which he was not subjected,
no  hatred  that  was  not  directed  at
him   and   no   insult   that   was   not
heaped  upon  him.   His  name  was
`Penek'  only  for use at home -but

his name as far as the world at large
was concerned was `yz.cZ' , a synonym
for the vilest kind of cheat, one with
which  to  frighten  children,  when -
for love of what little life they have
had  so  far  -  they  wanted  to  keep
their  eyes  open  for just  a  moment
longer before going off to sleep.

`Who is responsible for all this?'

Burdened by this sense of shame,
he  had  tried  to write  that morning
and had begun:

`Twenty     centuries     of     Jewish

humiliation    have    settled   on   me
today'.

But quite soon, at the memory of
the  gentiles  snapping  up  the  Black
Hundreds  paper  in  Sadova  Street,
he thought he heard their answer to
his words:

`No, nothing to do with us'.

As  if he  had  nothing  else  to  say,
he asked himself uncertainly:

`Isn't it' really?'

Thoughtfully,    he    recalled    the
words of Jeremiah:  `Also when I cry
and   shout,   he   shutteth   out   my
prayer'.

At that moment,  the light of the
bright   morning   suddenly   became
like that  of a  distant  eve  of rz.sfe¢fe
bc4v when in unison with other child-
ren  he  had  chanted  the  words  of
Jeremiah    over    and    over    again:
`Thou hast made us as the off-scour-
ing  and  refuse  in  the  midst  of  the
people'.

Astounded     that     this     age-old
lamentation  still  held  good  to  this
very  day,  he  sat  at  his  little  table.
Somehow,  there  came  to  mind  the

thought of a small worm crushed by
a heavy log of wood -horror of hor-
rors,  the  worm  had  a  human  head
with human eyes that were yearning
for a little blue in the sky.

For  a  while  this  scene  was  very
vivid  and  familiar  to  him  as  if ,  at
some  time,  he  had  actually witnes-
sed it in the yard of the white house
in   the   sfefcf/   he   had   come   from.
Probably  he   had   one  day,   in  his
childhood,  maybe  precisely  on  the
eve of rz.sfecz/1     'Av, watched a worm
crawl   under         .H``avy   fallen   tree-
trunk  and  this  jiad  produced  some-
thing like his present meditations.

He  scarcely  th.ught  about  any-
thing else now. Mechanjcallv, as if to
escape  his  solitude,  he stiode  away
from  the  table  at  which  he  was  sit-
ting. Jeremiah's words, `Also when I
cry  and  shout,  he  shutteth  out  my
prayer',  dogged  his  footsteps  as  he
walked  through  the  rooms  and  out
into Sadova Street.

A  feeling  of  shame  and  humilia-
tion      regularly      overcame      him
whenever  he  reproved  himself  for
still  not  having  moved  out  of  this
house. But now, fused into one with
the    twenty    centuries    of   Jewish
ignominy  weighing  upon  him,  the
shame had become unbearable. Dis-
tressed by the `precautions' he could
see  Jews  take  in  the  street  against
the  possibility  of  a  pogrom  -  they
were  repairing  the  locks  on  their
doors - he  spent  half the  day wan-
dering at random through the town
with   his   double   load   of  obloquy
before   finally   finding   himself   in
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THE TOPIC OFTHIS ESSAY,
given   to   me   for   exposition
and  critical reflection,  has an

air of ease  and straightforwardness.
This,  however,  is  altogether  decep-
tive. In order to understand the sub-
tlety   and  complexity   of  the  topic
one  need  not  be  a  learned  scholar.
One need only be  a Jew concerned
with a Jewish future.

Consider,  to begin with,  `modern
Israel'.  A  century  ago  this  expres-
sion  would  have  referred mainly,  if
not   exclusively   to   a   `mission'   still
ahead even in `modern' times, for a
people     referred     to     as     `Israel'.
Moreover, this connotation has still
great  and  legitimate  force,  even  in
our  time,   as   is   evident   wherever
Jews believe their very raison d'etre
to  be  to  foster justice,  to  love  the
poor,   to   create   bridges   between
peoples  of  different  race  or  creed,
and in these and other ways to pro-
mote  the  .ethical  monotheism'  and
the Messianic hope that are charac-
teristic of Judaism.

This has been one connotation of
`modern  Israel', for a long time.  In

our time,  however,  the  term refers
also,  and  in  the  intention  of  those
formulating     the     topic     perhaps
primarily, to a state that has existed
since  1948; and if this latter is called
`modern',  it  can  only be  because it

is, and ought to remain, a democra-
tic  state,  that  is,  one  governed  not
by    rabbis     armed    with    fecz/¢chz.c
authority,   but   rather   by   the   rep-
resentatives   of  the   inhabitants   of
the state, who in turn are democrat-
ically elected. A great many of these
inhabitants,  however,  are  not  Jews
at all. And of the Jewish inhabitants
many - to use the Israeli term - are
`non-religious'. Then how can there

be  such  a  thing  as  a  `theology  of
modern  lsrael'  that does not  either
exclude      the      State      of      Israel
altogether,   or   else   imposes   on   it
religious   principles   or   convictions
not  shared  by  its  non-religious  and
non-Jewish   inhabitants,   in   effect
reducing these  latter two groups to
second-class citizens?

Considerations     such    as    these
require us to reflect on the meaning
of  the   term   and   discipline   `theo-
1ogy',  on  its  legitimacy  in  a  Jewish
context, all this with the aim of con-
sidering   it   in   the   contemporary
Jewish context.

The  term  and the discipline both
hark   back   to   the   ancient   Greek
philosophers.    For   Aristotle  theo-
logy was the logos of God, fathomed
to the extent possible by the human
mind.  Christians  took  over the  dis-
cipline  although,  to  be  sure,  they
were  forced,  as  it  were,  to  baptize
it:   the   `natural'   theology   of   the
Greeks,   based  on   human  reason,
was      either      supplemented,      or
replaced  entirely,  by  a  `sacred'  or
`supernatural'   theology   based   on

revelation.   This   Christian   adapta-
tion was as possible as it was neces-
sary, and both for the same reason:
Christians,  to be sure,  are a /Cos,  a
people,   constituted  as  such,  how-
ever,  by  a  shared  faith.  Theology
therefore has an indispensable share
in constituting the Christian /czos as
a people, and as o#e people: thus it
is  necessary.  It  is  also  possible,  for
whereas Protestant fragmentation is
a   dire  warning  to  Christians  that
theology  can  split  as  well  as  unite
the  Christian  Jcos,  it  at  least  does
not  split  that  people  into  believers
accepted into the fold and unbeliev-
ers  cast  out,  for  the  simple  reason
that unbelievers  are  no part  of the
/czos  from  the  outset.  Whether  the
Christian task is .to convert unbeliev-
ers,  to  `reach  out'  to  them,  or  to
leave them alone in a manner befit-
ting  democratic pluralism,  they  are
outside the Christian /Cos.

Christians are a people by dint of
a shared faith. Jews, in contrast, are
a flesh-and-blood people. Unless he
or she is a convert, a Jew is the child
of a Jewish mother;  and  a fact cru-
cial  for  both  Jewish  and  Christian
existence is that no one is born with
cz  /arz./fe.   To   be   sure,   according   to
Jewish  tradition   a  Jewish  child  is
born with the obligation to perform
the  mz.fzvof of a  Jew;  and,  if it  is  a

boy, he is required at age thirteen to
accept   the   `yoke   of   the   "I.fzvof'
whether he believes in them or not.
Even    so,    however,    he    is    not
required to believe in the `theologi-
cal  presuppositions'  of  this  obliga-
tion,  for  a  simple  reason:  whereas
one  may object to  an  obligation  to
mz.rzvof  about  which  one  has  not
been    consulted,    o#e    c¢##of    be
obliged to subscribe to a faith. Such
a thing is simply impossible. Born a
Jew, a Jew remains a Jew even if he
rejects  Judaism  altogether,  albeit  a
`bad'  one.  And  if  he  practices  the

777z.fzt;of  faithfully,   but   is   skeptical
about    matters    of   Jewish   belief ,
many  even  among  the  most  tradi-
tion-minded would say that he is not
even  a  bad  Jew.  Then  how  could
there ever have been such a thing as
a Jewish theology?

This   question  is   answered   best
and with least complication by con-
sidering  the  most  authentic  theo-
logy       ever       developed       within
Judaism,  namely,  Mz.drczsfojc  litera-
ture.  Adz.drasfe  consists,  in  the  first
place, not of propositions that must
be  either  true   or  false,   and  that
therefore veritably clamour for sup-
port  of  their  truth,  whether  such
proof  comes  (as  in  `natural'  theol-
ogy) from rational proofs, or (as in
`sacred'  theology)  from  Holy  Writ

and   its   authoritative   interpreters.
Mz.drczsfe consists of stories, parables
and the like, which, to be sure, are
far removed  from  being  mere  chil-
dren's   tales,   and   which   must   be
taken  with  the  utmost  seriousness,
but  which  under  no  circumstances
are to be taken literally: they have a
built-in skepticism that implies that
the literal truth of things ultimate is
in the keeping of God alone.

For   this   reason,   in   the   second
place,   Adz.dj'flsfez.c   theology,    unlike
the J7tz.fzvof as derived by the rabbis°
from the rorczfe, is lacking in author-
ity. One rabbi tells one tale, another
another,  and  no  one  is  required to
accept either, even in its unproposi-
tion-like,  parable-like  form.  Thus,
to  leap for a moment into  the pre-



sent  age,  there  are  A4!.drczsfez.in that
compare Israel to a dove: just as the
dove  stretches  out  its  neck  for  the
butcher,  so  Israel stretches out her
neck  to  Crusader-killers  and  Cos-
sa.ck-pogromhiks,        al        kiddush
feczsfecm   -   in   martyrdom   for   the
glory of God.  In my view,  any such
A4z.dr¢sfe  is  unacceptable  after  the
Holocaust;  and  this  is far from  my
private view alone:  it has powerful,
I  would  say  authoritative,  support
in   a   Jewish   state   determined   to
defend   itself  against  its  would-be
killers.

Some   A4z.drczsfez.in,   then,   can   be
found unacceptable in the light of a
new  experience;  there  would  thus
seem to be no reason for ruling out
the  legitimacy  of  new  Mz.d7iczsfez.in,
appearing on the scene for the same
reason.

Is     Mz.dr¢sfe!.c     theology,      then
wholly  open  to  any  and  all  para-
bles?  Can  any  and  every  belief be
given Jewish  legitimacy? That  God
hears not, is as it were powerless, or
has  as  it  were  gone  into  exile  with
Israel  -  these   are   Adz.dr¢ffez.in  the
legitimacy of which  is  a long-estab-
lished fact; that God is dead, in con-
trast, is a Mz.czr¢sfe, to be sure, but a
Christian    or   post-Christian    one:
within Judaism it is impossible. That
God    created    only    one    pair   of
humans   lest   anyone   say   that   his
ancestors  was  superior  to  those  of
others we learn in the Adz.drczsfe: that
God  created  several  pairs,  but  not
all in His image, would be Jewishly
unacceptable.     That     catastrophe
threatens or has already occurred is
a  fact  that,  unlike  modern-liberal
optimists,  the  rabbis  and  their  suc-
cessors have always faced with stark
realism;  that  existence is  irredeem-
ably   tragic   was   the   view   of  the
Greeks, to be sure the wisest of the
ancient pagans:  yet precisely to wit-
ness against that view has been the
Jewish action that has had the most
world-historica`1`  effect.   What   is   a
Jew? If not a convert, the child of a
Jewish  mother.  But  why  do  Jewish
mothers   continue  to   have  Jewish

children,   when   all   other   peoples
harking back to ancient times have
long  vanished?  Because,  next  only
to the fecz/czchz.c definition just cited,
the  most  persuasive  one  is  that  a
Jew  is  `one  who  hopes'.  And  the
hope is for a Jewish future,  a hope
which    would    be    without    solid
foundations were it not also a hope
for future humanity.

These  examples  do  not  exhaust
the   limits    of   what   I   term   the
`framework'  of Mjczr¢sfez.c  theology.

(I  give  it  that  name  because  A4z.d-
7:asfe,  however  free-wheeling,  does
set limits to the free-wheeling activ-
ity,   so   much   so   that   one   could
almost   speak   of   a   Adz.drczffez.c   sys-
tem.)   The   examples   are   chosen
because  of  their  relevance  to  the
present topic, a theology of modern
Israel.  I  started  out  by  defining  its
problems.    These    problems    now
reduce themselves to  a single ques-
tion:   what   #ov¢   are   required   by
A4jdrasfez.c  theology,  in  the  light  of
the  fact  that  since   1948  the  term
`modern lsrael' refers not only to an
`Israel' with  a  `mission'  still valid in
`modern times' but also to a Jewish

state?
Some would reply: no #ov¢ at all.

Most `non-religious' Jewish and pre-
sumably all non-Jewish Israelis have
no use for any kind of Jewish theo-
logy,   the   A4z.drczsfe!.c   included.   On
their  part,  a  good  many  `religious'
Jewish  Israelis  have  changed  their
land   of   habitation   but   not   their
theology. And as for Diaspora Jews,
for large  numbers of them Israel is
but    one    among    several    Jewish
centres,  religiously no  less but  also
no more important than the others:
the novum produced by the state is
exclusively political.

These    are    widespread    views.
Against  them  all  must  be  set  one
fundamental  fact:   t4;I.ffeo#f  ffee  `scc-
ularist'  inspiration  and  initiative  of
`non-religious'       Olim       `religious'

Israelis  would   stil:I  be  in   Europe,
America,   North  ALfrica,   the  Soviet
Union  and  Ethiopia;  and,  without
the  age-old  fidelity  and  longing  of

`religious'  Jews, `non-religious'  Jews

i,n   search   of   socio-economic   nor-
malcy andl or poltical self -determina-
tion would have  gone to Argentina,
Uganda  or  Biro-Bijan:  they  would
not -to allude to the words of the ha-
Tikvah  -have  come  to  .Zion  and
Jerusalem'.

Does  this  fundamental  fact  call
for new Midrashim? Let one be su±£-
icient.  The  time:  some  time  during
the 1948 War of Independence. The
place:   Jerusalem.   The   newly-pro-
claimed   state   is   under   attack   by
seven   invading   armies   from   sur-
rounding Arab states,  as well as by
Palestinian followers of the Mufti of
Jerusalem.  Will  the  state  survive?
Knowledgeable    Hczgcz#czfe    leaders
estimate  the  chances  as  being  no
more   than   fifty-fifty.   To   ordinary
Jerusalemites   it   seems   a  lot   less.
The city is beleaguered, and most of
the  convoys  trying  to  provide  food
and   other   necessities   cannot   get
through. The population barely sur-
vives on starvation rations, and can-
not survive much longer. In this situ-
ation a Jew consults a rabbi: is there
any hope? The  rabbi  is  silent  for  a
while and then replies that there are
two   ways,    the   natural   and   the
miraculous.   `What   is   the   natural
way?' the questioner asks. This time
the answer is fast: `The miraculous!'
`And  what  is  the  miraculous?'  The

answer, fast again:  `The natural!'
We  must  a-sk  whether  this  Adz.cZ-

rczsfe   remains  within  the   Adz.czrosfez.c
framework.   Is  God  dead  for  that
rabbi   and   his   questioners   in   the
beleaguered    Jerusalem    of    1948?
How can He be, when even for the
`non-religious'  among them there is

not only a `miraculous' way but it is
also  intertwined  with  the  `natural'?
While  the  siege was on,  Jerusalem-
ites   seriously   considered   whether
to    send    the    children    out,    yet
rejected the idea. They could do this
only because the  `religious'  and the
`non-religious' were united, with the

latter acting as though they believed
in  God,  and  the  former  as  though
one could not count on Him.



Were   they,   then,   still   Jews   of
hope? The hope not only persisted
but was of a new and epoch-making
quality. The Jewish people had just
suffered their most disastrous catas-
trophe ever.  God and Man, nations
friendly    as    well    as    hostile,    all
seemed to  have  conspired  to make
Jews  wish to pass  out of Jewish  hi-
story.   Yet   it   was   at   this   precise
moment that,  in founding a Jewish
state,  the  Jewish  people  made  the
collective  decision  to  open  a  new
page  in  trieir history.  One  looks in
vain for a similar expression of hope
reborn   in   all   history,   the   Jewish
included.

Does the reborn hope include the
age-old  Jewish  belief in  the  divine
image, not in some humans only but
all?  Never was that belief tested as
severely  as just then,  for next only
to  murder the most important goal
of `planet Auschwitz' was to destroy
the divine image in its victims; and,
all-too-often succeeding in the aim,
the     perpetrators     destroyed     the
divine  image  in  themselves  as well.
The   state   born   of  hope   wrested
from despair, however, passed even
this  supreme  test,  and  in  its  laws
continues to pass it every day. Adolf
Eichmann was put to death under a
law  concerning  `crimes  against  the
Jewish  people'.  That  law,  however,
applies to Nazi murderers only; and
to  this  day  no  Arab  terrorist,  how-
ever heinous his crime, has been put
to death by an Israeli court.

The   A4!.drtzsfe   of   the   Jerusalem
rabbi with his two ways, then,  does
fit   into   the   Adz.czrczsfez.c   framework.
But what is the #ovLtm of it? Simply
this: it is not a adz.drczsfe only but also
literal,  historical  fact.  There  really
were         flesh-and-blood        Jewish
Jerusalemites.   They   were   literally
starving in a siege that was no mere
religious   metaphor  but   a  military
fact,  and  of which Hczgcz7tczfe leaders
-  not  theologians  -  said  that  the
chances  of  lifting  it  were  no  more
than   fifty-fifty.   And   the   children
whom their parents would not send
out  were  not  of  the  spirit  but  of

flesh  and  blood.  The  A4z.dj'¢sfe  is  a
#ovztm,    then,    because   it   is   not
theological   but   rather   theo-politi-
cal. The  two ways  the rabbi speaks
of concern -or concern in desperate
immediacy  -  the   survival   of  the
state.

The new A4z.drczsfe was theo-politi-
cal`in its own day. It continues to be
theo-political   in   our  day,   for  the
siege of the state is still on.  Had no
Jewish  state been  created  after the
Holocaust,  the  page  in  Jewish  hi-
story then being written would have
been  the  last.  Now there is  a state,
and  a  new  page  is  being  written,
Jews  must  face  the  possibility  that
the new page could well be torn to
pieces, and thus itself be last. Hence
a  theology  of modern  Israel today,
however   understood,   would   sanc-
tion  escapism  into  an unreal realm
of spirit if it were theological only, if
it did not continue to be theo-politi-
cal. And what constitutes it as such
is  the  mingling  of the  two  ways,  a
synthesis   of   the   age-old   faith   in
miracles with a resolute reliance on
human  action,  productive  of  a  `re-
ligious-non-religious'    commitment
to  a  Jewish  future  that  is  without
precedent.

This unprecedented commitment
to  a  Jewish  future  is  also  to  a  uni-
versally-human   future.   Humanity
today  lives  with  a  fear  never  held
before,  the  fear of a universal  nuc-
lear   Holocaust.   Many   people   in
many places  try  to  banish this fear,
and  the  causes  of  it,  with  various
kinds   of   action,   and   many   Jews
committed to the `mission of Israel'
are  among  the  activists.  Whether
these   actions   are   always   wise   or
even  well-intentioned  is  subject  to
debate.  Not subject to debate, how-
ever,   ought   to   be   the   testimony
against  a  universal  Holocaust  by  a
people that has already suffered its
Holocaust, yet has built a state with
a   national   anthem   entitled   `The
Hope'. The  new Jewish  state could
not  hope  for  its  own  survival  with-
out  also  hoping  for  the  survival  of
humanity.

Part of the hope expressed in the
anthem  is  for  the  anthem  itself  -
that one day it may be sung also by
its  non-Jewish  citizens.   (In  secret,
some may already be singing it - in
secret,   because   in  fear  of  others
seeking  to  destroy  the  state.)  The
American national anthem includes
the  words  `land  where  our  fathers
died'   -   sung   by   people   whose
fathers   died   in   Ireland,   Poland,
China,    Africa.    This    is    possible
because,   though   not   sharing   the
past of America,  these new Ameri-
cans share the `sweet liberty' that is
the  country's  aspiration.  In  declar-
ing their state to be both democrat-
ic, yet inspired by a hope expressed
in   the   foczrz.ktJ¢fe,   the   founders   of
Israel   expressed   their   conviction
that whereas non-Jewish Israelis did
not share the past Jewish hope - the
hope    to    return    to    Zion    and
Jerusalem,  and the eventual return
itself - they  could  share fully in  its
future.  Politically,  the  hope  of  the
Jewish state is for an end of the long
siege,  for  peace,  liberty  and  pros-
perity  for  all,  for  an  end,  at  long
last,   of  Jewish   exile   where   exile
there still is, and for an `ingathering'
of Jews impelled either by persecu-
tion  to  have  to  come  or by love to
want to come. Of the two aspects of
this   future   hope   this   aspect,   the
political, is the more indispensable.
More   ultimate,    however,    is   the
theological    aspect.    Theologically,
the hope - as much characteristic of
the new page in Jewish history as it
has  been  of  all  the  old  -  is  for  a
future    in    which    all    men,    their
destiny     far     from     irredeemably
tragic,  will  sit  each  under  his  vine
and   figtree,   with   none   to   make
them afraid.

Dr. Emit L. Fhckenheim z's Pro/cssor o/JcwisA
Thought     at    the     Hebrew     University     in
Jerusalem.     One    of    the    world's    leading
authorities  on  Jewish  philosophy,  he  is  the
author  of  many  important  books  including
Quest  for  Past  and  Future  c!#d  God's  Pre-
sence in History.



Manye's house.
As Penek came in,  the argument

in    Schwartz's    room    was    about
whether   anti-Semitism   had   been
imported  into  this  country  by  the
bourgeoisie     from     Germany     or
whether  it  was  home-grown.  Itkin,
the   Bundist,   who   had   apparently
been  gloomily  sitting  all  this  time
without saying a word, looked sadly
at the guests in the room as if regret-
ting the fact that they would under-
stand   very   little   of  what   he   was
about to say.  He scratched the bags
under    his    eyes    and    started    to
demolish Schwartz's hypotheses one
by  one,  saying  that  the  growth  of
anti-Semitism  was  now  linked  with
the  economic  crisis  in  the  country
and  that  you  could  get  rid  of both
curses  by  guiding  Russia  on  to  the
path of a mixed economy and by giv-
ing Jews full rights to play their part
in  all its sectors.

Penek   made   an   effort   to   pay
attention   to   what   was   going   on
around him.  But,  however hard he
tried,  his thoughts remained rigidly
fixed,   particularly  when  he   heard
the   word   `anti-Semitism'.   All   the
while  he pondered  more  and  more
deeply about himself.

`Strange. A person has lived some

eighteen  years  -  and  he  becomes
the   object   of  anti-Semitism.   And
now  he  is  supposed  to  know  why
and  how.   Has  he  a  physical  or  a
mental   defect   that   he   can't   see,
then?  Or  has  he,  ever  since  child-
hood,   experienced   some   form   of
`anti-Semitism'   on   the  part  of  his

nearest    and    dearest    over    some
defect, as well?'

From   time   to   time   he   thought
about himself almost with despair.

He would never grow up:  he felt
this   especially   when   roaming   the
streets   alone.   Unnoticed   even   by
himself ,  he  would  then  go  into  a
reverie  about  anything that  his  eye
lit  upon  and  gaze  upon  every  little
thing  with  surprised  wonder  like  a
cheder bay-

Now  h'e  got  off  the  tram  which,
clanking  and  rattling,  had  carried
him  through  various  old  and  new
parts of the town. He found himself
next to a bit of a market-place near
the  Jewish  hospital.  It  looked  as  if
from quite early on in the day trad-
ing  in  all  sorts  of  highly  coloured
and   rubbishy   goods   designed   to
appeal   to   the  peasants  had  been
going    on.    The    smell    of   freshly
woven  calico  and  of  cheap  dishes
still  hung in  the  air.  As after a fair,
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trampled    down    white    cardboard
boxes,    stained    absorbent    paper,
shells   of   hard-boiled   eggs,   onion
rings and wrappers of cheap sweets
were lying about underfoot. Next to
some  spilt  fat  there  lay  the  tightly
corked  neck  of a broken green  bot-
tle  gleaming. threateningly  with  the
sharpness  of  its  edges.  Curses  and
blessings circulated freely there bet-
ween  buyers  and  sellers.  All  kinds
of witticisms  of the  type  that  peas-
ants  and  traders  are  liable  to  swap
while busy haggling assailed the ear.
But  now  the  day  was  almost  at  its
end.  Of all the carts, which had left
traces    of   horse    manure    behind

Jem,  only  one  peasant  buggy  had
stayed   behind   around   the   dilapi-
dated stone house next to the water-
pump. The two unharnessed village
horses  stood  on  either  side  of  the
shaft,   their  heads   turned   towards
the  cart.  They  moved  their  sharp
muzzles into the pile of hay, chewed
lazily   and   squinted   at   the   setting
sun,  as if to say:

`When   are   we   going   home   at

last?'
Their  master  was  evidently  car-

ousing   in   a   nearby  pub   and   had
overlooked the lateness of the hour;
his  little  son  was  guarding  his  few
miserable  purchases  in  the  cart. To
Penek,  who  for  some  reason  had
stopped  at  the  spot  quite  mechani-
cally,  the little village lad looked as
if  he   was   about   eleven.   He   was
wearing  his  father's  old  cap  with  a
split  shiny  peak  and  stared  at  the
passers-by    from    under    it    with
astonishment.     It     looked     as     if
beyond the old stone building there
was  a  Jewish  prayer house because
Jews,  in  their  black  finery -it  was
Friday  night  - were  hurrying  there
from   all   directions.   Penek   could
have  sworn  that  he  knew  precisely
why the little sentry in the cart was
so amazed: at home, if a Jew passed
through  the  village,  he  -  together
with  the  children  of  neighbouring
k#/c4   farmsteads   -   would   shout
after him:

`yz.d,  yz.d,  ragged y!.cZ!'

But here so many Jews were pas-
sing by and - would you believe it?
-  there  was  no  one  shouting  after
them:    perhaps   that's   how   things
were really meant to be.

At that moment from behind the
old   stone   building,   some   sort   of
caretaker appeared with a long twig
broom    in   his   hand.    He   looked
strong enough and it was hard to tell
why  he  had  such  a  disgruntled  and

dejected expression.  In any case, he
did not get down to his work, clear-
ing up  the horse  manure  round  the
pump:   that  was  not  going  to  run
away. It looked as if he had only just
woken up from a drunken sleep. He
too  could  not  take  his  eyes  off the
passing Jews and it could not be said
that he was tempted to stroke their
cheeks   caressingly   as   he   watched
them.  He shook his head a little.

`Ugh', he exhaled in deep disgust.

Like  Penek,  he  noticed  the  little
village  homunculus  in  the  cart  star-
ing in astonishment at the Jews and
he  shouted  to  him  hoarsely  and  in
an  unpleasant  tone  of  voice,  loud
enough for all the Jews to hear,

`What     are     you    goggling    at?

Haven't you seen any yz.cZs before?'
So, now, one's mind was set at rest

about this village lad - he had learnt
now that in town, too, there was not
the  slightest  degree  of  respect  for
people of that ilk.  Penek continued
along his way down the hill from the
Jewish   hospital   and   his   thoughts
raced along:

`Just  look,  quite  an  ordinary  fel-

low, the one with the broom, but, in
the    first    place,    he    instinctively
grasped  straight  away  that  the  vil-
lage   boy   was   beginning   to   have
respect  for  Jews,  as  for  all  human
beings,         and,         secondly,         he
immediately  managed  to  find   the
right  words  that  would  in  a  trice
destroy that respect in the little man
from  the  country.  It was quite  mas-
terly!' Penek went on to say to him-
self:   `Some  people  are  so  inspired
by  hatred  of  the  Jews  that  it  has
become  a  sort  of creative  force  for
them.  Just  as  there  are  some  who
need  alcohol  to  make  them  utter
great  thoughts,  so  there  are  others
who    are    made    perceptive    and
cogent by their hatred of Jews.  For
them it is something like  a creative
process'.

To sum up:
It   had   been   a   funny   day   for

Penek.      Wherever      he      looked
brought  back  to  him  the  yoke  of
deep   shame   that   had   driven   him
from the house on Sadova Street in
the  morning.  The  burden  of seven-
teen centuries of Jewish humiliation
had been laid upon him that day.

Tiranslated    from    the    Yiddish     by     Frank
Pomeranz
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HOW     DOES     ONE.     IN
retrospect,  chart a religious
journey?  There's  my  inner

and   my   outer  journey,   the   outer
partly  determined  by  the  journeys
and movements I've been caught up
in:            families,            communities,
ideologies. And there's the mystery:
God  alone  knows why  some things
happened.

Born  in  London  N4,  I  made  the
typical    progress    with    my   family
through  N16,  a  wartime  stop-off in
Gloucestershire,  then  via  NW7  to
Edgware,  where  I  spent  eight  for-
mative  years  before  going  to  Cam-
bridge.   Formative:   I  had  the  best
that   British   education   offered   to
ambitious  girls,  combined  with  an
over-protected family life.  Blackout
and shelter dominated: emotionally,
spiritually,  there was scant illumina-
tion   and   no   outgoing.   Jewishness
was   a   social   matter,    religion   its
adjunct,  and  the  British  war  effort
the    over-riding    moral    and    com-
munal  commitment.  An  incoherent
set  of horizons.  How was  it  that  at
12  I  took  myself to  Hebrew  classes
a.nd Habonim?

The war ended:  Belsen was `liber-
ated':   something   seized   up   inside
me.   I  was  16;  I  wanted  optimism.
Caught  up  in  Jewish  Youth  Study
Groups,     inspired     by     the     neo-
cfoczsz.cZz.sin of Rabbi  Kopul  Rosen,  I
became     .  increasingly       religious,
Zionist,     ultra-orthodox,     to     my
parents  dismay.  At  18  I  spent  two
weeks    at    a    girls'    seminary    in
Gateshead.  A few days later I took
off  for   Cambridge.   I   don't   know
that  I've  ever  recovered  from  the
culture shock.

Alongside university life I studied
rorczfe.    I   went,    with   enthusiastic
excitement, on the first student visit
to  Israel  in   1949.   I've  never  been
back.  Cambridge  gradually  had  its
effect. At 21  I switched dramatically
to   total   non-observance,   agnosti-
cism.  My  devotion to  Shakespeare,
Blake,  Lawrence  and  Eliot  was  as
passionate     as     my     devotion     to
Judaism  had  been.   English  litera-
ture  offered  freedoms  of  thought,
sex,   spirit,   modernity,   a   right   to
belong  to  this  land.  Body  and  soul
dearly needed them. I had to escape
from the suffocating domain of pos-
sessively  loving  parents  who  stifled
my spirit, my need for love without
constriction.   My  father  locked  up
his daughters even as he bade them
go out into the world.

By  24  I  had  as  good  as  married
out.  There  was  a  painful  rupture
with  my  father,  and  estrangement
from  orthodox  friends.  My  parents
took  me  and  my  husband  back  in,
ostensibly  reconciled,  re-possessed.
But the Jewish connection was radi-
cally      dislocated.      The      Liberal
synagogue,  to  my  discomfort,  was
used  to  effect  a  false  resolution.  It
was  traumatic.   For  a  while  I  was
seriously   ill.   The   hurtful   wounds
dealt  by  my  father  and  others  and
inflicted   by   myself   were   patched
over but never really healed.

I  was  twenty  years  in  the  wilder-
ness. I lived an agnostic British exis-
tence,  outwardly  cheerful,  success-
ful,   but  starved  of  emotional  and
spiritual    warmth.     I    valued    my
Jewishness       secretly.       Whatever
strengths and capacity to love it had
given  me  manifested  in  my  life  as
wife,      mother,      writer,      English
teacher   and   politically   active   per-
son.  But most people didn't know I
was   Jewish.   My   children   had   no
reli-gious  education.   My  rationalist
scientist  husband  was  as  dogmati-
cally atheist as I had once been dog-
matically  religious.  I  was  again in  a
situation where my freedom and my
growth were inhibited.

At   35   I   plunged   into   mid-life
crisis.  On  the edge of breakdown,  I
felt  my  whole  identity  was  gone.  I
knew  I'd  lost  my  Jewishness,  but
what was it? Severely depressed and
ill with heart trouble,  I was treated
medically,  but certainly  didn't think
of  se?king  religious  or  psychother-
apeutic    help.    Nobody    suggested
heart  trouble  might  signify  a  trou-
bled heart.  And women had to suf-
fer:  a  belief ingrained  in  me  by  my

mother.  Religiously.
Writing, child care, teaching, and

the  creative  optimism  of the  1960s
kept  me  going.  But  heart  and  soul
were  crying out in their wilderness:
ultimately   they   had   to   be   heard.
Married  life was  becoming  an  into-
lerable   torment.   At   42   I   found
myself  husbandless,  with  four  dis-
tressed  children  and  the  crumbled
facade of a happy, well-off , intellect-
ually  brilliant  family.  Once  more  I
was   having  to   break  free  of  con-
stricting structures.  I'd changed as a
teacher,    going   from   selective   to
comprehensive      education,      and
thence  to  an  interest  in  alternative
education.  That  led  to  groupwork,
involvement   in   the   growth   move-
ment,     and     psychotherapy.     The
divorce  was  a  drastic experience,  a
terrible birth. The therapeutic jour-
ney that followed was intense, ardu-
ous,  taking me truly into the valley
of  the  shadow  of  death,  but  also
into  new,  vibrant  life,   challenging
and  exciting.   In  time  I  became  a
theTr£:jsutg¥ys:;.    own    therapy    I

learned,   without   having   intended
to,  what  it  meant  to  be  a  Jewish
woman.  I realised how closed I had
become, carrying the ghetto in both
body   and  psyche,   how  effectively
I;d been trained to be a victim and a
scapegoat, suppressing, to my detri-
ment,   fear   and   anger,   those   two
emotions   a   persecuted   Jew   must
never show. There was much mourn-
ing  to  do  for  all  I'd  lost  and  didn't
want  to   admit  I'd  lost.   It  seemed
that   my   heart,   like   the   wounded
heart   and   spirit   of  Judaism,   had
been   painfully   sealed,   and   must
somehow be released.

The   British   growth   movement
was turning increasingly in the 1970s
toward  the  spiritual  -  chiefly  East-
ern  mysticism I  and  that  drew  me.
Its    language  .and    practices,    and
those of transpersonal psychologies,
helped  me  fin.d.  expression  for  my
formless   spirituality.   I   was   much
affected   also   by   my   coC2ntact   with
Christian  therapists,  notably  Frank
Lake, whose work on the birth pro-
cess  was  of  g'r;at  significance.  His
perspectives on Judaism helped me
restore    the    religious    connection.
The true Christian has a capacity for
comfort,   for   healing   the   Jewish
wound:  I'd always sensed that. And
birth   and   rebirth   became   crucial
symbols  of creation,  relating to  my
physical experiences as mother and
daughter,  and  my  creative  process
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as a writer.  New life had to be born
out of the constricted ghetto-womb.

When    I    pondered    on    Jewish
destiny,  on  my  own,  it  seemed  we

'were  repeatedly   being  put  to  the
test  in  order that  some truth  about
spiritual  survival  might  be  given  to
humankind.  Now,  in  the  1980s,  sur-
vival and spiritual redemption were
urgent   concerns.    Could   the   past
holocaust  teach  us  how  to  avoid  a
future holocaust? What had we, the
survivors,  learned?  I'd  pushed  the
European  horror  out  of  conscious-
ness, wanted  to  disown it.  So there
was a guilty secret to be released, a
burden of endless unwanted grief to
be    lifted,    before    the    spirit    of
Judaism  could  be  grasped  and  car-
ried onward.

And    now    something    else    I'd
resisted,    the    women's    liberation
movement,  was  having  its  effect.  I
recognised  my  own  personal  stru-
ggles in  it.  I  knew instinctively that
the  restoration  of  feminine  values
and womanpower was vital to salva-
tion  and  survival.  The  Jewish  pat-
riarchs  have  had  much  to  answer
for, yet Jews have related to Christ-
ians much as women relate to men.
Women  and  Jews  must  get  beyond
victimhood        and       subservience,
reclaim their creativity and spiritual
power, and effect a reconciliation, a
sharing    of   power,    a    unity    that
acknowledges   diversity.   Achieving
such  a  union  - one  of the  goals  of
Eastern   and   Jungian   philosophies
and creative artists -was, I soon dis-
covered,  a  fundamental  concept  in
Jewish    mysticism    and    Kczbbcz/czfe,
finding its way irrepressibly into the
canon  through  the  Song  of  Songs.
And  Jewish  mysticism  and  creativ-
ity furthermore had flowered in the
post-Freudian therapies which were
so familiar to me, most of them pro-
moted   and   cultivated   by   Jewish
psychologists in America,  men who
woru|d once have been rabbis.

Discovery  was  i..n..the   air.  What
was this  Kczbbcz/czfe that was opening
up?   It   had   been  'closed,   like   a
womb,  like  a  guil.ty  secret,  closed
especially  to  women.   I  found  out
why.  It  contained,  hidden,  covertly
celebrated,    .absorbedly    imagined,
feminine  deities. There was a  `Heb-
rew Goddess',  a divinity with many
aspects,   wlho  .had   been   secreted
away   by   patriarchal   monotheism.
The  idea of such  a goddess was ini-
tially    hard    to    grasp.    But,    once
accepted, it was for me a revelation,
ffec      revelation.      Here,      in      the
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Shechinah,   in   Lilith,  .in  the   Mat-
ronit,  in   Shabbat,  in   Chochmah,
were  all  those  spiritual  and  sexual
energies I'd been needing to honour
in  myself  all  my  life,  as  had  many
other unhappy women I'd met in my
work  as  a  therapist:   darkness  and
light, tenderness and ferocity, rebel-
liousness  and  devotion,  the  angels
of  compassion  and  the  demons  of
creativity,  and  the  inner,  intuitive,
unanswerable feminine wisdom.

The           enlightenment           and
strengthening  given  me  by  that  dis-
covery   was   tremendous   and   c.on-
tinues    to    develop.    The    goddess
gives  a  name  and  a  potential  form
for the  incoherent  visions  and feel-
ings  and  thoughts  that  have  never
fitted   into   monotheistic   Judaism.
With that strengthening of myself I
began actively to return and look at
my roots: the Jewishness I had once
known.  I  needed  revaluation  and  I
had  to  locate  the  wound,  the  split,
and find healing for it.  My children
now   grown   up   and   dispersed,   I
turned   again   toward   the   Jewish
community.

Much    had    Changed    in    thirty
years.  On  the  one hand  I  found an
extremism, narrowness.and in-fight-
ing which repelled me, on the other
a liberality and openness of spirit in
the       Reform       movement       and
elsewhere   that   was   startling   and
heart-warming. The Leo Baeck Co-
llege  series  of seminars  on Judaism
and  Psychotherapy  inevitably  drew
me,  as  did  other  opportunities  for
study.  I've  learned  much  and  have
been able to contribute and collabo-
rate  in exploring Jewish spiritualit.y.
I  value  the  kinship:  racial  and  cul-
tural   qualities   I'd   been   missing  -
warmly     felt     sympathetic     intelli~
gence,   the   inimitable   interplay   of
deep seriousness with humour.  But
I  still  feel  the  Jewish  people,   the
Jewish   spirit,   needs   fresh   air,   to
move  out  of  the  potentially  dead-
end  urban  setting  and  relate to  the
land, the `whole earth' and re-vision
its role in the Diaspora.

Which  says  something  about  the
journey I'm still on.  I've come back
to the roots only to discover what I
can't reclaim as well as what I can.  I
am  still  half `not Jewish'. The Dias-
pora is inside me. The spirit is there
and  I  must  acknowledge  and  live
with it  and find its meaning.  I don't
want to live in London. My children
aren't     concerned    with    Judaism.
Where  then  is  my  spiritual  home,
my centre?

The  Sfeccfez.#czfe   has  meant  much
to  me in this loneliness, for she  too
is  in  exile,  unable  to  find  a  home,
the  lost  temple,  absent  yet  always
present,    never    arrived.    I'm    still
excluded   by   much   of  the   Jewish
community.     Wherever     the     pat-
riarchs,  their habits and prejudices,
hold  sway,  I'm  as  unacceptable  and
as unrecognised as the goddess. Yet
at  the  Manor  House  I've  felt  wel-
comed  and  able  to  dialogue  freely
with the tradition.  I know that there
the  `redemption  of the  feminine'  is
explicitly     and     implicitly     finding
meanin8'

One  has  to  make  meaning  also.
To  work.   It's  the  work  of  women
and   of   feminine   spirituality.   Not
easy,  as it used to be when one had
only  to  obey  `their'  rules.  The  task
now  is   to  find   `our'   rules,   forms,
ways   of  wakening   the   heart   and
keeping  it  alive  through  significant
ritual.  Much  may  be  done  outside
the fold, in the formless place where
exiled   and   transformatory   deities
hover..   the   Shechinah   aLnd   Lilith.
But  can  Jewish  creativity,  now  so
dispersed,     be    re-channelled,    re-
focused,  to  reinforce  the  power  of
spiritual    love   so    needed   in    our
world? A centre is needed, vision, a
new  `temple',   both  out  there  and
within ourselves individually, to end
the  alienation  and  nourish  the  val-
ues that are already being expressed
in    many    other   spheres    but    are
everywhere  under  threat.  To  envi-
sion and work at creating new relig-
ion  is  a  challenge.  This  is  Ai/odczfe.
Not   the   wearisome   bondage   I've
often associated with the God of my
fathers,   but   cheerful,   imaginative
activity:  a  delicate work of continu-
ing development  in  which  the  God-
dess of my mothers, the creatrix, in
her wisdom, can lead us. She speaks
of herself in Proverbs, Chap.  8.  She
knows.

`1,  wisdom,  dwell  with  prudence,

And  find  out   knowledge  of  witty
inventions'|

Ahix  P.I:r*rii  is   a   psycholherapis[   and   wi.i[er
who leads workshops in crea[ivi{y and spiritLi-
ality.   Her  `.Song o£  SoT\gs  tor  1984',  [ex[  and
commentary,   appears  in  the  Women's   Press
anthology.  G\t\r\ctng Fires,  and  a  book, The
Atose,ut Fa:ther, will be published by R KP next
spring.
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SEPARATE JEWS
AND THEIR

UNIVERSAL GOD

Eugene 8. Borowitz

THEOLOGY SEEMS MORE
characteristic  of  Christianity
than  of any other great relig-

ion of the world. When it or its equi-
valent have  appeared in the Jewish
community,  they  resulted  from  the
interaction   of  believing  Jews  with
cultures            which             esteemed
philosophic inquiry. Yet even where
that has been the case, as in modern
Judaism,  our philosophical-theolog-
ical    enterprise    has   usually    been
limited   to   a   very   small   group   of
scholars and thinkers. It is therefore
a particular pleasure to  report that,
in  a  somewhat  surprising  develop-
ment of recent years, serious Jewish
theological  activity  and  community
interest  in  theology  have  both  sub-
stantially increased. As we have out-
grown our intense secularization we
have  developed  a  new  openness  to
belief and hence to questions about
its  meaning.  To  be  sure,  this  religi-
ous   quickening   has   mainly   been
directed  to  living  out  Jewish  faith,
whether   by   freshly   appropriating
our tradition or creating new forms.
Nonetheless,  theology  has  become
a  living  if  still  somewhat  eccentric
option among us.

This  turn   could  not  have  been
anticipated  two  decades  ago.  The
Protestant death of God movement
had given social validity to the claim
of    Jewish    agnostics    that,    after
Auschwitz,  they  alone  represented
theological   realism.   By   virtue   of
their rationality and their courage in
acknowledging   widespread   Jewish
unbelief , their sober humanism and
loyal ethnicity was proclaimed to be
the  only  viable  Jewish  philosophy.
Today, our death of God movement
has   itself   become   moribund   and
though   many   Jews   remain   resol-
utely  agnostic,  neither  culture  no]
the    university    nor    politics    any
longer    have    their    old    messianic
aura.  Rather, we have turned with a
new   seriousness   to   our   tradition
and, with it, our faith.

To     some     small     degree     that
development is due to our commun-
ity coming to terms with the options
our   theological   discussions   of  the

Holocaust  clarified.  Some  Jews,  of
course,   continue   to   reject   a  God
who might in any way be implicated
in the Holocaust. Besides, God was
easily   dispensable   since   everyone
was  confident  that  human  reason
mandated ethics. But in a day when
rationality    no    longer    implies    a
commanding    ethic,     losing    God
may  also  mean  losing one's  ground
of compelling moral value. Contem-
porary rationality seems to have lit-
tle    defence    against    an    ultimate
relativism   which   sees   little   differ-
ence  of cosmic proportion  between
Nazis     and     Jews.     But     if     the
Holocaust  taught  Jews  anything,  it
is  that  there  are  moral  absolutes  -
and any  secularity that  cannot  vali-
date  their   absoluteness   must  give
way  to  what Jewish  experience  has
made   incontrovertibly   compelling.
The  classic  Jewish  commitment  to
the ontological primacy of the good
has   once   again   reasserted   itself ,
and,  to  make  sense  of it,  to give  it
its  proper  ground,  our  community
has,   almost   despite   itself,   found
itself involved with God.

Oddly   enough,   considering   the
dimensions    of    the    trauma,     or
perhaps   not  so   oddly,   considering
the  ancient  bitterness  of  the  prob-
lem  of evil,  the  two  theodicies  that
now   run   through   our  community
were  well   developed   even   before
the  Holocaust.  The  more  modern
and  radical  of  these  is  that  God  is
finite,  limited in the power to effec-
tuate   goodness,   perhaps   growing,
like  so  much  else  in  the  universe
ln the face of evil, God does all God
can do; the rest is up to humankind,
and   the   Nazis   in   their   way,   and
others  of  us  in  lesser  ways,  failed
God and ourselves most egregiously
then  as,   in  new  ways,  we  still  do
today.   Jews   of   rational   tempera-
ment   and   high   ethical   dedication
have   found   this   view   of   God   a
spiritual  boon.  For  them,  the  intel-
lectual  challenge  now  is  validating
faith  and  worship,  explaining  what
remains  out  of  God's  present  con-
trol  and  validating  Judaism's  hope
in messianic redemption.

Others among us hav.e reasserted
a  far  more  traditional  faith.  Life  is
not, primarily, evil, that is, a succes-
sion    of    little    holocausts.    When
nothing ought be  taken for granted
one realizes how much one has been
given.   Gratitude  compels  belief  in
God,   the   God  whom  in  gracious
goodness    and    therefore    too    in
inexplicable    evil,    one    does    not

understand.    Theological    specula-
tion  then  seeks  to  clarify  what  is
meant  by  God's  transcendence  and
what we human beings can properly
hope  to  know  about  this  partially
mysterious  God.   But  this  Job-like
stance must begin in piety and only
then   can   theology   offer   its   help.
Avoiding  resignation  and  a  passive
acceptance  of  evil,  in  such  a  theo-
logy of renewed piety is a major con-
cern    of   theologians   holding   this
view.

Characteristically,    our    thinkers
give more of their attention to how
our   community   might   best   serve
God today, most particularly, how it
should blend the universal with the
particular   elements   of   our   faith.
Unless  we  affirm  a  genuine  univer-
salism,  we  ought  to  go  back  to  the
ghetto. Some Jews believe and seek
to  live  that  way.  Most  of  us  know
that certain of God's commands are
universally   compelling.    Neverthe-
less,   we   also   believe,   to   put   it
bluntly,  that  God  still  needs  Jews,
that is, just this people bound by its
ancient   ever   renewed,   ever  fresh
covenant.  We  thus  continually pon-
der   how   we   can   simultaneously
assert  the  commonality  of  human-
kind   and  the  separateness   of  our
covenant  people.  A number of our
questions  about  the theological  sig-
nificance of the State of Israel pivot
on  this  issue.  Its  companion  prob-
lem is that of religious authority, of
the balance of God's revelation and
humankind's  inspired  creativity,  of
the community's legitimate claim on
us versus the individual's command-
ing conscience, of our tradition and
law's   continuing   validity   and   the
rights of contemporary experience.

We are, I feel certain, no closer to
resolving  the  issues  of particularity
and   authority   than   is   any   other
religious   community   which   takes
seriously the moral lessons of demo-
cracy.  Jews  will  most  likely  seek  to
work out answers to them by living
out  the  options  and  thus  learning
what  is  true  rather  than  by  accept-
ing  one  or  another  theological  sys-
tern. Yet,  certainly in  the action-and-
history   oriented  American   Jewish
community,  theological  speculation
is now playing a more vigorous and
constructive role than ever beforel

E"gene 8. Bo:rorrwitz is founder and  editor  of
Sh'ma,  a  Journal  of Jewish  `Responsibility',
and  Professor of Jewish Religious Thought at
Hebrew  Union College.  He has published len
books including L\beral I ndaism.
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THE
SEPHARDI

LEGACY
Lucien Gubbay

A` Treasury Of Saphardic Lz\ws iind Customs by  Rabbi Herbert Dobriusky.
K[av and Yeshiva University  Press,  New York,1986.  542pi}.  £15.50

THE     JEWISH     POPULA-
tion of the world can broadly
be    divided   into   two    main

groups  -  the  Ashkenazim  and  the
Sephardim.  Six  hundred  years  ago,
more  than  half of the  world's  Jews
were   Sephardim;   and   it  was   they
who  provided  Jewry  with  much  of
its   leadership  -  religious,   intellec-
tual  and secular.  By the time of the
Holocaust,  not  only  had  the  influ-
ence   of   the   Sephardim   dwindled
almost   to  insignificance,   but  their
relative   numbers   had   declined  to
the  extent that only about one Jew
in eleven was Sephardi.

As  the  result  of persecution  dur-
ing  the  first  centuries  of the  Christ-
ian   era,   the   centre   of  Jewish   life
shifted  from  the  Holy  Land  to  the
great  community  of exiles  in  Baby-
lon.  There,  the  principals -known
as the  Gco#z.in - of the two leading
academies  of Jewish learning  acted
as the unchallenged spiritual leaders
of all Jews everywhere. The author-
ity of the  Gco#z.in was  consolidated
still  further  by  the  spectacular  con-
quests  of  Islam,   after  which  most
Jews  found  themselves  living  in  a
single,  unified  Islamic  world.  Con-
sequently ,       Judaism         remained
remarkably    monolithic    until    the
decline  of  the  Babylonian  Gco#z.in
in  the  tenth  and  eleventh centuries
caused their mantle of leadership to
pass   to  the  rising  new  centres  of
Jewish   learning   in   Mohammedan
Spain   and   North   Africa,   and   in

Christian Europe.
The  split  within  Jewry  began  in

Ashkenaz  -  Northern  France  and
the Rhine valley -where luminaries
such  as  Rabbi  Gershon  of  Mainz,
the  `Light  of the  Exile',  and  Rabbi
Shelomo  Itzhaki,   `Rashi',   laid  the
foundations    for   what    developed
into    the    Ashkenazi     branch     of
Judaism:  they  accepted  the  author-
ity   of  the  Babylonian   To/mz/cZ  but
still   looked   back   directly   to   the
Holy  Land  for  the  source  of many
of      their      traditions.       Migrating
Ashkenazi   Jews   carried   their  cul-
ture with them to Central and East-
ern   Europe;   and   this   eventually
became the norm in most of Europe
except for the Mediterranean basin.
Though   the   description   `Sephardi'
should  really  be  restricted  to  Jews
who  derive  from  Spain,  the  other
great  centre   of  Jewish   life   in  the
Middle  Ages,   in   practice   all   non-
Ashkenazi Jews whose communities
followed  in  the  tradition  which pas-
sed   from   Babylon   to   Spain   and
North     Africa     are     now     called
`Sephardim',  regardless  of  Spanish

ancestry.
It  was  probably  the Turkish  gov-

ernment of the Holy Land that first
classed  all  non-Ashkenazi  Jews  as
Sephardim;  for it did just that in its
census of 1839,  despite the fact that
the   descendants   of   Spanish   Jews
probably  constituted  no  more  than
half  of  the  total  number  recorded.
Most  but  not  quite  all  of  the  non-

Spanish     Sephardim     came     from
Islamic  countries;  and  a. list  of  the
separate congregations that assisted
the    old    Sephardi    community    of
Jerusalem  to  elect its  Chief Rabbis
in  the  early  years  of  this  century
gives  a  good idea of their diversity:
Afghanistan,        Aleppo        (Syria),
Bukhara,  the  Crimea,  Daghestan,
Georgia  (Russia),  Iraq,  Kurdistan,
North  Africa,  Persia,  Urfa  (South-
ern Turkey) and the Yemen.

The   attitudes   and   traditions   of
the Ashkenazi  Jews were  forged  in
the   cramped   and   hostile   environ-
ment  of  the  Roman  occupation  of
the  Holy  Land  and  then under the
harshly      repressive      regimes      of
mediaeval  Christianity. The  Sephar-
dim,  on  the other hand,  developed
their way of life in the comparative
freedom and prosperity  of Babylon
and then later under the sometimes
persecuting      but      more      usually
benevolent   rule   of  Islam.   Rarely
excluded  from  participation  in  the
public affairs of their host countries,
they  were  able  to  achieve  in  their
everyday  lives  a  rare  synthesis  bet-
ween  their own intense Jewish  con-
sciousness  and  the  intellectual,  cul-
tural  and  political  activities  of their.
neighbours.  This  ease  and  breadth
of living,  so foreign  to their less for-
tunate Ashkenazi brethren, became
the hallmark of the Sephardim; but
it  also  contained  the  seeds  of  their
eventual decline.

The Spanish `Golden Age' and its
post-expulsion  aftermath  produced
a   brilliant   outpouring   of   Jewish
creativity      in      many      fields      of
endeavour.   Outstanding   works   of
Jewish   scholarship   were   created;
and  Hebrew  was  revived  as  a  liter-
ary   and   intellectual   language.   In
Jewish Law one has only to mention
the  Adz.sfe77cfe  Torczfo  of  Maimonides
and  the  Stow/cfecz#  Arwcfe  of  Joseph
Caro  published  in Venice  as  late  as
1565  to  get  a  measure  of the  mag-
nitude  and  quality  of  the  achieve-
ment.  The  Zofeczr  was  compiled  in
Spain, where Jewish mysticism grew
to     dominate     religious     thought.
Philosophy,     poetry     and    science
flourished  as never before  in  an  ex-
plosion  of  learning  that  was  by  no
means   restricted   to   religious   mat-
ters.

The  year  1391  marked the  begin-
ning  of  the  end  for  Spanish  Jewry,
by then the largest and most influen-
tial  in  the  world;  and  its  fate  was
sealed finally in  1492 with its  expul-
sion from the country. The refugees
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went mostly to the Turkish Empire,
where   they   were   welcomed   with
open  arms  and  enabled  to  live  full
and   useful    lives.    Some   hundred
years  later there was  another emig-
ration - this time from Portugal - of
Marranos' secret Jews who travelled
to    Italy    and    Northern    Europe
before casting off their Catholic dis-
guise. These  so-called  `Spanish  and
Portuguese'   Jews   were   the   only
Sephardim  to  remain  in  a Western
Christian environment.

The  Turks'   kindly   treatment   of
their  own  resident  Jewish  popula-
tions  and  their  warm  welcome  for
the  refugees  from   Spain  and  Por-
tugal  ensured  that,  from  that  time
on,   the   fate   of   most   Sephardim
would be closely bound up with that
of  their  Islamic  hosts.  Turkey  had
just   conquered   and   absorbed   the
Orthodox    Christian    countries    of
Eastern Europe  and the Near East.
It was then at the height of its power
as  the  leader  of  a  mighty  Islamic
civilisation     that     stretched     from
Central  Africa  to  Central  Europe
and  then  to  India  and  beyond:  the
Jews    benefited    accordingly    and
prospered.   However,   the   Spanish
expulsion coincided with the period
of the great sea voyages of discovery
in which European sailing ships first
rounded the Cape of Good Hope to
reach   India,   whilst  others   crossed
the     Atlantic     to      discover     the
Americas. By such means, the small
and  comparatively  barbarous  Christ-
ian   countries   of  Western   Europe
managed   to   outflank   the   serene
world   of  Islam.   In   time,   superior
sea-power  and  technology  enabled
the West to dominate the globe and,
what is more, to impose its own val-
ues   upon   it.    Eastern   Sephardim
shared  in  the  decline  of the  Islamic
world,  just  as  they  had  previously
shared in its success.  Somehow they
seemed  to  lack  the  resources,  the
ability and perhaps even the will  to
rise  above  the  torpor  that  progres-
sively  affected   a  culture   that  had
lost confidence in its own worth.

Eastern Sephardim began to look
to  the  West  for  the  key  to  worldly
success  and  social  advancement  in
the   early  years   of  the   nineteenth
century.   The   most   energetic   mi-
grated   to   British   India.   Western
Europe  and  the Americas;  and  the
drift   to   the   West   continued   with
gradually     increasing     momentum
until     the     rising     tide     of    Arab
nationalism  finally  destroyed  their
ancient      communities.       Unfortu-
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nately,  their  Judaism  proved  to  be
insufficiently  well-rooted  to  thrive
in   so   different   a  cultural   climate.
The fault lay mainly in their superfi-
cial  Jewish  education,  incapable  of
providing  the  knowledge  and  self-
confidence    necessary    to     enable
them  to  adjust  to  Western  society
without  losing  the  basic  values  of
their  own  tradition.  The  result,  in
terms   of   survival,    is    depressing.
Only   in   Israel   have   the   Eastern
Sephardim  successfully  retained  an
identity,     paradoxically    by    be`ing
forced        into        the       Ashkenazi
mainstream  culture  mainly  by  the
army's  educational  system.  But  the
cost  of  that  achievement  has  been
the loss of any distinct sense of pur-
pose.

The   much   smaller  Spanish   and
Portuguese communities of western
Sephardim      fared      little      better,
though  for  different  reasons. Their
traditional  ability  to  live  at  ease  in
both   the   Jewish   and   the   secular
worlds   made   them   an   aristocracy
within  Jewry;   but  it   also  speeded
their assimilation over the centuries
-  and  the  Holocaust  took  its  toll.
Their glorious liturgy is still lovingly
recited in their dignified synagogues
of  London,  Amsterdam  and  New
York,   as   well   as   occasionally   in
Jerusalem.  It  also  survives  in  com-
munities      such      as      Manchester,
Philadelphia  and  Montreal,  where
it  was  originally  imposed  on  large
majorities     of    Eastern     Sephardi
immigrants.      But     if     the     many
Ashkenazim   who   attached   them-
selves   to   Spanish   and   Portuguese
synagogues over the years were sud-
denly   to   disappear,   together  with
the Sephardi Jews from Arab coun-
tries, the remaining numbers would
now be small indeed.

Rabbi Herbert Dobrinsky's book,
A Treasury  of  Sephardic  Laws  and
Cz/sfoms,  is  one  of several  attempts
to  bolster a faltering tradition.  In it
the      author      has      painstakingly
described    the    practices    of   four
Sephardi groups in North America -
the  Syrian,  Moroccan, Turkish  and
Spanish      and     Portuguese     com-
munities.  Some  of their special cus-
toms are charming, such as the read-
ing  of a  marriage  contract between
God  and  Israel,  or  between  Israel
and   the   Torah,   in   synagogue   on
Sfeczvz!of.  Others,  such  as  the  elabo-
rate  magical  ritual  designed  to  pro-
tect   newly-born   Moroccan   infants
from  the  clutches  of Lz./ztfo  and  her
brood  of  demons,  are  less  appeal-

ing. The book is a valuable record of
vanishing traditions;  and,  if a reser-
vation must be made, it is to express
mild  regret  that  in  his  survey  the
author  accepted  everything  he  was
told    so    uncritically.    Rabbi    Dob-
rinsky  is  lavish  in  his  praise  of  his
Sephardi  mentors;  but  he  entirely
overlooks   the   fact   that   it   is   the
spiritual  and  intellectual  poverty  of
the    religious    leadership    that    is
mostly responsible for the decline of
their   communities.   Few   Sephardi
rabbis  seem  aware  of the  problems
faced     by     their     congregants     in
attempting  to  remain  loyal  to  their
roots  whilst  coming  to  terms  with
modern secular society; and even in
Israel,  still the home of outstanding
Sephardi    rabbinic    scholars,    their
occasional   public   pronouncements
are  sometimes  so  unworldly  as  to
arouse      more      incredulity      than
respect.

The preservation of the rich diver-
sity  of  Jewish  life  reflected  in  the
customs  of  different  Sephardi  com-
munities    certainly    is    worthwhile;
but  the  heritage  of  the  Sephardim
transcends  mere  lists   of  divergent
practices.     Its     uniquely    valuable
religious          literature          enriched
Judaism  and  has  become  the  com-
mon property of all Jews.  Its beauti-
ful  liturgy,  studded  with  the  finest
Hebrew      compositions      of      the
Spanish poets, is a sublime achieve-
ment of devotional  art,  well deserv-
ing study and imitation.  In the past,
the   freedom   and   breadth   of   the
Sephardi  outlook  usually  produced
a     more     flexible     and     tolerant
approach to Jewish Law than that of
the  Ashkenazim.  If  this  could  only
be developed -which today it is not
-   it   might   provide   some   of   the
answers  so  badly  needed  by  so-cal-
led  `Orthodox'  Judaism  to  make  it
relevant to those who are no longer
able    or    willing    to    live    in    self-
imposed    ghettos     of    the     mind.
Perhaps  Rabbi  Dobrinsky  can  now
be  persuaded  to  follow  his  survey
with   a  critical  analysis  of  modern
Sephardi    weakness,    designed    to
highlight  areas  where  a  change  of
attitude  is  vital  for  the  meaningful
survival  of a  tradition  that  may still
have  something  to  offer  a  religion
whose  middle  ground  has  already
been badly eroded by its extremesl

Lucten Gubbay  comes  from  Middle  Eastern
Jewish parentage.  He was ediica[ed at Oxford
and is a consulting engineer by profession.  He
is  a  past-Pi.esiden[  of  the   Lon(Ion   Sephardi
community.
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THE SIN 0F

THE PROGRESSIVE
JEW
Jonathan Magonet

RULES       TO       GOVERN
`dialogue'    between   groups

of people are vital.  Most are
common    sense.    Many    you    only
learn  after you've broken them  and
made    a    fool    of   yourself.    Some
which   seem   common-sense   when
you  observe  other  people  are  less
obvious when you are more person-
ally involved. There's probably even
some   law   of  psychology   that   the
closer  you   are  related  to  another
group the harder it is to be tolerant,
sensitive  and  open  towards  them.
Jews  can  be  fascinated  by  Chinese
Buddhists,     are    very    ambiguous
about  Christians  and Muslims,  and
may  treat  fellow  Jews  in  ways  bor-
dering  on  contempt.  It  means  that
to acquire a certain amount of sym-
pathy   for   our   own   `in-group'   or`family'   we   gain   from   practising

human  interaction  with  `outsiders'.
The lessons we learn of patience, lis-
tening,   empathising,   may   help  us
apply  the  same  values  to  our  own
internal   Jewish   dialogue.   We   cer-
tainly need one today.

Dialogue begins when we become
sensitive to the things that upset or
hurt  the  partner  we  wish  to  get  to
know better. Examples of insensitiv-
ity  abound. A recent one was given
by  the  municipality  of Berlin  when
they     hosted     Jewish     academics
attending   a  conference  on  Jewish
studies  in  that  city.  The  mayor  of
Berlin welcomed the delegates most
cordially.   Then   the   catering   staff
wandered  round  with  refreshments
- plates neatly filled with succulent
hot  pork  cocktail  sausages.   Don't

imagine      this      is      some      subtle
resurgence       of      German       anti-
Semitism.     Nearly     twenty     years
ago  when  we  held  one  of the  first
Jewish-Christian-Muslim    meetings
in    Berlin    and    the    municipality
hosted us, they did exactly the same
thing,   being   utterly   insensitive   to
both   Jewish   and   Muslim   dietary
requirements.      Only     they     com-
pounded  it  by  offering  wine  only,
forgetting that this was forbidden to
the   Muslims.   We   probably   rated
`Menu  number  8b  for  visiting  dig-

nitaries' and no-one gave it a second
thought.  It  was  a  textbook  case  of
people measuring the world by their
own criteria, totally oblivious to the
different   standards   and   needs   of
their  guests.  It  underlined  how  far
we  all  have  to  go  to  recognise  the
problems of living in a pluralist soci-
ety.

These are matters of etiquette. A
good    host    or    hostess    does    not
embarrass their guest. Mistakes can
obviously   happen,   but   you   learn
from  them  -  or  run  out  of  guests
pretty quickly.  If we are to become
serious   about   an   internal   Jewish
dialogue  there  may  be  similar  mat-
ters    of    common    courtesy    and
`etiquette'  that we  have  to  observe

to    show   that   at   the   very   least
we   recognize   the   sensitivities   of
those we wish to meet.  In what fol-
lows  I  state  the  `progressive'  point
of  view  and  responsibilities  in  the
current attempt to create a `progres-
sive/orthodox' meeting.

Some   years   ago   an   Orthodox
rabbi with whom I used to study gave

me  a slightly embarrassed  smile and
asked  me  if  I  would  mind  a  slight
criticism.   He  was  someone  whose
orthodox   credentials   are   impecca-
ble,  but  whose  openness  and  toler-
ance  seem  sadly  exceptional.  What
worried  him,  he  said,  was  that  in
writing the name of God in Hebrew,
I  had  the habit of spelling it in full:
`yocz -feey -i/czv -fee);'.  He pointed

out very politely that this was offen-
sive to someone who was traditional
and   that   there   was   a   commonly
accepted  abbreviation  -  the  letter
`foe);'  followed  by  an  apostrophe  -

that he was sure I could use without
compromising any Reform principle.

He was  not  asking for the  use  of
`G-D'         or         similar         English

euphemisms,  and  I  suspect  that  he
would   rather  disapprove   of  them
anyway - one  must  always  be  care-
ful of excessive  `hedges'  around the
law   that   bring   the   law  itself  into
ridicule or disrepute.  It is neverthe-
less a tradition going back to the rcz/-
mztd  not   to   write   the   four   letter
name in Hebrew in a context where
it  might  become  el.ased,  and  I  saw
no  reason  not  to  accept  his  wishes.
It is a tradition I had been aware of ,
but to which I had never paid much
attention. By gentleness and persua-
sion,    and   because    of   my   great
respect  for  him,   he  had  removed
what    he    considered    an    offence,
given  me  a  greater  sensitivity  to  a
traditional value  and allowed me to
practise  `czcrccfe  crcJz',  literally  `the
way  of  the  land',  which  is  in  part
what  `etiquette',  or  more  seriously,
respect  for others  and  their values,
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is all about.
The   lesson   was   important   for

many reasons.  Most  obviously,  that
respect can only be asked if respect
is given -and I,  and my fellow stu-
dents at  Leo  Baeck  College  at  that
time,  had been treated with respect
by him for our desire to study.

He   lived   within   certain   bound-
aries.  For example,  they would not
allow  him  to  teach  on  the  College
premises, West  London  Synagogue,
in   those   days,   but   he  would  wel-
come  us  to  study  in  his  home. This
particular  compromise  is  a  familiar
one,  though  it  may  be  more  com-
mon        in        Anglo-Jewry        than
elsewhere.   It  recognizes  the  politi-
cal  realities  of the  Jewish  commun-
ity,  which  in  turn  relates  to  power
struggles.  The  reasoning  seems  to
be that for him to teach in our place
is  to  give  it  some  sort  of public rec-
ognition    and    credibility.    This    is
unacceptable - if not to him person-
ally,  then,   as  he  explained,  to  his
own  immediate  community  which,
in turn,  affects his family and social
life, the chances of his children mar-
rying  within  the  circle  and  so  on.
These are not minor considerations.
In a small community that sees itself
under threat,  there are conventions
which  define who  belongs and who
does  not.   In  America,   the  power
structure  and the nature of the soci-

ety   are   different   so   that   greater
degrees of cross-visiting are accepta-
ble.

Reform and Liberal Jews tend to
be shocked by this double standard
and  demand  a  more  open  relation-
ship.   But  I  think  that  this  fails  to
understand    the    risks   taken,    for
example,  by this particular rabbi in
terms  of  his  own  community,  or  at
least  the  risks  he feels  he  is  taking.
To   demand   that  he   act   with   the
openness  that  we  have,  in  an  issue
that  does  not  cost  us  anything  but
may cost him a lot, is a sign of insen-
sitivity on our part, quite akin to the
sausages   and   wine   of   the   Berlin
reception.

It   is   worth   noting   that   similar
compromises    affect    the    internal
hierarchies  of  the  Orthodox  world
as  well  -  for  example  in  terms  of
who is permitted to lecture at Jews'
College, and who, conversely, is not
prepared   to   lecture   on   their  pre-
mises.    Such    nuances    only    seem
peculiar  to  those  outside  the  par-
ticular system.

Before    we    get    too    high    and
mighty about such things we should
remember  that  we  in  the  progres-
sive movements are as much caught
up  in  our  own  versions  of such  dis-
tinctions.  The  recent  attempt  at  a
merger reminded  us  how  high  feel-
ings can run even in our supposedly

tolerant  and open-minded world.  It
is  easy  to  dismiss  our  own  internal
disagreements  and  antagonisms  as
only   to   do   with   `personalities'   or
`movement   politics'.   But   they   go

deeper  because  here,  too,  matters
of power and authority are at stake.
The people who  are  quite  adamant
in  not  wishing  to  have  anything  to
do with the `Liberals' -`too radical',
`too Anglicised' -or the `Reform' -
`too  compromising',  `too  lacking  in

principle  on  important  issues' - are
often   unaware   of   the   forces   that
affect  them  as  they  express  these
attitudes.   In   an   authoritarian   sys-
tem      like     Judaism      we     inherit
attitudes that cut across our ideolog-
ical differences. We feel we are what
we  are  because  we  are  not  part  of
another group. We define ourselves
along  some  spectrum,  more  or  less
expressed   in  terms  of  ritual  prac-
tice,   in   relation   to   others   on   the
spectrum  -  though,  to  be  honest,
some   of   the   supposed   points   of
definition    are    very    dubious    and
based on mutual ignorance.  It takes
a  lot  of religious  security,  let  alone
imagination,   to   think   outside   our
own     little     ghettos.     But     if    we
delegitimise  others  who  belong  to
our   own   non-orthodox   world   we
can  hardly  expect  to  increase  toler-
ance within the wider Jewish world.
Instead  we  merely  affirm  the  com-

Continued on next page
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munity of contempt.
All   of   which   reminds   us   that

Judaism  is  `not just  a religion but  a
way of life' as we so glibly say, which
means  that  the  nature  of  the  com-
munity,  who  belongs to  it  and who
does  not,  who  has  power  and  who
decides  matters,  in  short  `politics',
is  an  essential  issue  at  the  heart  of
our     Jewish     religious     tradition.
Beliefs have  human  and social con-
sequences.  Human  realities are not
`outside'   the   concern   of   religion,

they  are  also  its  bread  and  butter.
How we feel or fantasize about the
`other'  group  is  a  central  issue  we

have  to  deal  with  if  we  take  our
religious life seriously.

Unfortunately we  usually  stop  at
the  level  of  gut  reaction  and  pre-
judice.     But     the     true     religious
imperative   is   to   recognize   these
views   and   feelings   for  what   they
are,  as  personal  opinions  and start-
ing points, not as the goal or end of
our religious task. That is to say, to
deny   the   reality   of   massive   pre-
judices,      misunderstandings      and
even   mutual   abuse,   between   and
among all the religious groupings of
Jewry,  from  the  most  right  to  the
most  left,  or  to  assume  it  is  some
temporary      peculiar      aberration,
would be naive and dangerous.  But
to  let  that  observation  prevent  any
of us, in any of the camps, from try-
ing  to  meet  across  the  boundaries,
or  to  acknowledge  and  respect  the
particular   internal   tensions,   chal-
lenges and needs of each, is a tragic
failure. We all operate under certain
constraints 'defined by the commun-
ity  we  consider  our  home.  We  all
have  to  carry  our  community  with
us   in   any   outreach   we   make   to
others  or  else  we  lose  our  creden-
tials in  our own camp. To teach the
`others'  in  one's  own  home,  or  on

neutral ground, but not on their ter-
ritory,  is  one  way  of juggling  these
delicate  pressures;  to  play  the  sys-
tern   by   its   rules   but   also   to   go
beyond it. If it is the price to be paid
for  the  chance  to  meet  and  learn
together, then it is worth paying.

But the point of this article is also
to note some of the most basic mat-
ters   that   often   stand   in   the   way
before  we  can  even  open  the  door
to each  other. The idea of a Jewish
`etiquette',  which  is  still  much  less

than   `dcj~ccfe   erefz',   is   perhaps   a
peculiarly    British    one.     It    must
inevitably seem to work in the direc-
tion   of   concessions   by   the   more
open    system    towards    the    more

closed   one,   which  will   be   experi-
enced  by  us  as  a  greater  degree  of
compromise    by    the    `progressive'
group towards the `orthodox'. That,
at   least,   is   how  it   seems   at  first
glance,  because  it  is  often  in  areas
which  are   concrete,   tangible  mat-
ters  of  practice  or  ritual  that  the
`progressives'  have  to  yield towards

the   `orthodox'   in  expressing  their
willingness to be good `hosts'.  How-
ever the sense of making `dangerous
compromises'    is   no    less    present
among  the  `orthodox'  who  express
willingness to enter such a meeting.
Apart  from  the  risk  of  alienating
their  own  co-religionists,  they  feel
themselves  jeopardising  basic  mat-
ters   of   their   belief   and   faith   in
according  any  validity  to  the  `pro-
gressive' position. Thus, in a strange
way, both groups tend to find them-
selves   having   to   operate   in   their
areas of least experience, self-confi-
dence   or   flexibility:   the   `progres~
sives' with ritual and legal complex-
ity,  the  `orthodox'  with  ideological
pluralism.  If both  sides  are  serious
and  committed  to  their  way,  it  is
equally   difficult   for   them.   Sadly
each side  assumes it is the only one
making concessions.

Of course the key to such matters
is    `compromise'.    Tragically,    it    is
often  treated  as  a  dirty  word.  It  is
felt  that  it  implies weakness,  a fail-
ure on our part as `progressives' to
maintain  our  ideological  stance  in
some  matter.  Alas,  in  many  cases
there  are  no  principles  involved  at
all,  merely  insecurities  and  unques-
tioned habits, all too often based on
lack  of  knowledge  of  Jewish  tradi-
tion.  Our  failure  to  move  very  far
beyond    this    stage    of   aggressive
ignorance    is    perhaps    our   single
greatest  sin  within  the  `progressive'
Camp.

Tolerance is one of the great gifts
of the age of enlightenment, the one
that gives legitimacy to our claim of
civil     rights     within     a     pluralistic
Judaism.  Yet   in   our  treatment  of
each  other,  Reform  versus  Liberal
and    vice    versa,    let    alone    our
attitudes  to  the  Orthodox,  we  be-
tray    this    value    daily..  The    com-
promise  that  acknowledges  alterna-
tive options and practices, that indi-
cates  sensitivity  to  the  constraints
within  which  the  other  works,  that
searches   for   common   ground   for
meeting, is a great religious gift.

The  question  was  asked  why  we
step back at the end of the Kczddz.sfo
as we recite the words  `oscfe sfe¢/om

bjmro77!at;  . . . ',  `may  He who  makes
peace in the highest bring this peace
upon  us ..... '  The  answer  that  was
given   was:   `If   you   want   to   help
create  peace  you  have  to  be  pre-
pared  to  step back from your fixed
position'.  That  way  you  transform
something   static   and   sterile   into
something   dynamic   and   open   to
new possibilities.

What  are the sort  of factors that
come    under    `Jewish    etiquette?'
Things like ensuring a degree of kasfe-
rL!f  in   public  synagogue   functions
so that they are open to all. Sensitiv-
ity  to  our  use  of  the  divine  name,
for example,  when  singing Hebrew
songs in a non-liturgical context. An
easing of the rhetoric of `fundamen-
talist',  `rigid Orthodoxy', when they
are  more  for  the  sake  of  pleasing
our   own   camp   than   really   com-
municating with the other. Arguing
in    public    against    individual   per-
sonalities   instead   of   tackling   the
issues.   I   am  sure  there  are  other
examples.  In  short,  Etiquette  cov-
ers  anything that increases  our sen-
sitivity   to   the   framework   within
which the other operates and, in the
current political climate, lowers the
temperature   of   public   wrangling.
There  may well  be  areas  where  no
compromise  is  yet  possible,  where
real  principles  are  at  stake.  But  all
too often they are a long way down
the  road  from  the  vulgar  level  on
which   much  current   debate   func-
tions.

And if such generosity of spirit is
not reciprocated in  many cases? At
the  very  least  we  have  asserted  a
Jewish value and tried to live up to
it.  Beyond  that we  give strength  to
all  those  people  who  would  like  to
share  middle  ground  where  possi-
ble,  but  fear  to  make  an  overture
that  might  also  be  rejected  or lead
to  their  own  embarrassment  back
home.

Etiquette  is  not  yet  negotiation.
It  is  even  a  stage  before  dialogue
proper.  It is a statement of earnest,
of intent,  of willingness  to  attempt
to see the world through the eyes of
the other and go some way towards
meeting  them  in  their  own  terms.
Politics  aside,  it  may  also  be  a  first
step    toward    our    own    religious
growthl

Rabbi Dr. Jonathan Magonet is fAc Prz.#ci.pcz/
of Leo  Baeck College,  London.  He qualified
as  a  pkysician  before  becoming  a  rabbi.  He
obtained his  doctorate from the University  of
Heidelberg for his study of the book of Jonah.
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GIVEAWAY

Sir'
It was with  a mixture of pleasure

and  disappointment  that  I  read  the
Editorial  in  Issue  No.  16  of A4cz7t#cz.
Tr}e   pleasure   came   from   learning
that in future issues I will be able to
read   articles  by  Emil  Fackenheim
and    Eugene    Borowitz,    both    of
whom   I   have   been   privileged   to
hear  in  person,  and  that  there  will
be an article about Jewish mysticism
by an author as yet unknown to me.

The   disappointment   came  from
the way in which this good news was
presented. The phrase `We make no
apology'  can  only  be  described  in
the  current  vernacular  as   `a  dead
give-away'.

Not  all  readers  of A4fl##cz,  myself
included, read every article in every
issue.  Some  topics  appeal  to  some
readers,    other    topics    appeal    to
others.  But  it  is  surely  the  depth of
pessimism  for  it  even  to  cross  the
minds   of  your   collective   editorial
board  that  subscriptions  might  be
cancelled  if the  topic of theology is
given  an  occasional  airing  in  -  as
you     remind     us    -    the     official
magazine of a religious institution!

I   would   like   to   suggest   that  in
future  similar  news  is  presented  to
the   reader   with   pride   and   confi-
dence:  `We are pleased to announce
that' would suffice.
Julia Blanks
Chatswood, N.S.W.

+++++++++*++++*+++

REPIJY

Sil-,

To reply to reviews is a sorry busi-
ness  and  I  have never done so.  Bu
some   sentences   in   Marcus   Bra}
brooke's review of my novel, Jcsfewci
demand reply.

Braybrooke    writes:    `Sadly,    the
picture    of   the    Pharisees    reflect`
New Testament  stereotypes'.  May  I
quote      the      following      passagL~.
characteristic     of    a    great     many
others:
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From   the   Prologue,   p.xvii:   `We
pharisees   carry   a   double   burden,
live two lives. . .  On the one hand we
strive with all our worldly wisdom to
preserve the very life of our people,
threatened by the might of ruthless
Rome  and  the  humiliating  devious-
ness  of Herod's  house...  The  other
side  of our  life  is  full  of light;  in  it
we have the prayers, the psalms and
the feasts; through it there rings out
the wonder of the Word. . . We tend a
deep  river,  longer and  deeper than
Jordan.  It flows out of Eden. . . That
current is often fouled and it is our
task - our privilege - to clear the bur-
den  of  weeds,  to  have  the  waters
flow   swift   and   pure,   so   that   the
strong, the heroic may drink and be
renewed  in  strength,  and  the  hum-
ble  little  ones  take  their  rest  on  its
banks'.

And at p.185, in answer to a ques-
tion, Jcsfewcz replies:  `Rabbi is a title
I hope I can earn; Pharisee is a title
of great nobility and  I  admire their
zeal,  their  reverence  and  their  life
within Torah; Hasid is a title of even
greater  nobility  and  who  shall  say
that he is worthy of it?'
Braybrooke    also   says:    `The    ten-
dency    in   /csfeLtcz    is    to    set   Jesus
against  Torah'.   May  I  quote  from
pp.  99-100 where Jcsfewcz speaks to a
centurion:

`1  think  it  is just possible  I  might

learn to respect Rome...  but I won-
der  if  I  could  ever  love  your  `Pax
Romana' as I love `Shalom'.

`And Torah ? '
`Torah!   That   is   another   matter.

The  voice  of  my  Father,  heard  by
my    people   throughout   the   long
ages,  the  voice  patiently  shaped  to
our tongue'.
Moelwyn Merehant
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire.

In  A4##7icz  Number   16  (pages   14  to
15)  Colin Eimer reviewed a book of
sermons   by   Rabbi   Frank  Hellner.
Unfortunatley,      we      omitted      to
include  the  publication  details: The
book  is  called  /  P7~omz.sc  /  W!.//  Try
Not Ilo  Kick My Sister - Sermons by
Rabbi  Frank  He[lner,  co-pho\ished
by  Finchley  Progressive  Synagogue
and   the   Menard   Press,   London.
1987.  £4.50.

ll#4o`J''
William  Woll`f

0NE  OF THE  DEPRIVA-
tions  suffered  by  this  bach-
elor  rabbi  is  his  inability  to

boast    familiarity    with    the    latest
manuals    on    impending    mother-
hood.

But the grapevine warns me that
one   of  the   most   popular   of   this
genre currently comes out virulently
against circumcision.

And  that  some  of  our  younger
members  are  being  swayed  by  this
propaganda.

Carelessly they fling about words
like `barbarous' and `primitive', as if
a  couple  of adjectives,  as  heavy  on
emotion  as  they  are  light  on mean-
ing, can dispose of a custom that has
survived,   among  non-Jews  as  well
as Jews for some 4,000 years.

I  admit  that the  medical  case for
circumcision   can   be   argued   both
Ways.

That  matters  not  at  all.  For  the
medical case is irrelevant.

The  religious  case  is decisive and
unanswerable.

And  it  is  the  present  task  of  the
synagogue and its officers to uphold
the  continuing  validity  of  this  rite
against  all  onslaughts,  and  with  all
the   sanctions   that   the   synagogue
can command.

In   particular,   I   do   not  see  that
Reform  synagogues  with  their  pre-
sent liturgy can grant a Bczr Adz.fzt;czfe
ceremony  to  a Jewish  boy who  has
been denied circumcision on no bet-
ter grounds than that his parents dis-
missed the rite as `barbarous mutila-
tion' .

We     make    the     boy    solemnly
declare  that  he  takes  upon  himself
`the  duties which  are  binding on  all

the family of Israel'.
That  can  have  no  integrity  until

he  has  fulfilled  the  one  duty  that
goes   back   to   Abraham,   our   pat-
riarch.
Milah.

FEEqu!.  E5   EB   EE   EH   EM   EEI   E5   EE   EEH
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ALL HIS  FRIENDS WILL
rejoice at the translation of
Rabbi  Cyril  Harris  to  the

chief rabbinate of South Africa.
It is possibly the most challenging

post  in  the  whole  of world Jewry,
testing   an   incumbent's   character
and judgement to the limit.

For all that, a few years' survival
in the hot spot of Johannesburg can-
.not  be  regarded  as  the  ultimate
qualification  for  the  British  chief
rabbinate.

Rabbi   Harris'   record   in   intra-
communal  relationships   decisively
tips. the scales against him.

EE   EE   E£   EE   HE   iE   E£   EE   iE   EEL

A lh7EEKEND IN AMSTER-
dam   trapped   me   into   a
dubious     experience..    At

some  point  between  the   two   or
three outer doors that lead into the
Liberal  synagogue,  I  found  myself
being prodded and searched.

Among devoted sfez4/-goers there
are two reactions to zealous security
guards.

The first:  `Thank God,  someone
bothers'.

The second is mine. And I don't
believe I am in a minority of one.

It is to question why every fleet-
ing  thought   of  security   banishes
sound sense.

It  is  to  ask  why  security  guards
cannot  lean  the  first  lesson  mas-
tered by the most junior of customs
men  -  telling  at  a  glance  who  is
worth stopping  and searching,  and
on whom not to waste their time.

It is to lament the fact that once
you  appoint a security department
at   the   Board,  of  Deputies,   th.ey
inevitably measure their productiv-
ity by the degree of nervous tension
they can generate in the community,
and   the   number   of  unnecessary
restrictions   they    can   pile    upon
peaceful stew/-goers .

And it is to insist that in this coun-
try at least, no more than four Lon-
don  synagogues  and. possibly  two
other London  communal buildings
are potential terrorist targets.

The rest of us can stop harrassing
our   congregants   and   go   to   s7!zJZ
serene      with      this      comforting
thought.

That in Britain we are more likely
to  be  stoned,  strangled,  burnt  or
beheaded before we succumb to an
Arab bomb .

WHEN,  OH WHEN WILL
we  stop  claiming that we
follow  a  three-year  cycle

ofTorah readings, as in days of old?
Our average weekly reading con-

sists of no more than 15 verses.
The total number of verses in the

Torah  is  5,845  -  better  arithmeti-
cians than I have counted them.

If we really were to read them all,
it would take us at our present rate,
some 71/2 years.

I am not 'suggesting we lengthen
our  readings  to  the  three  or  four
chapters of every Sz.drtzfe.-The major
ity    of   congregants   in   orthodox
synagogues  switch  off  long  before
the end of the reading.

But  if we  increased  our  average

by another eight verses, we could at
least claim a five-year cycle.

EE  EE  i£  EE  E£  EE  EE  EE  E£  EE\;`

DRIVING    DOWN   THE
Golders   Green  Road  one
Wednesday afternoon was a

shock.
Not only becaues the p¢)7es count

was   down  to   single  figures,  well
below my allergy level. That I could
accept as a rare bonus of a chill sum-
mer.

What I could not digest was the
sight of the outstanding landmark in
a thoroughfare that holds as proud a
place in Jewish geography as Dizen-
goff  or  Ben Yehuda  Street,  being
battered into oblivion.

I  do  not mean Munk's sfeztJ,  still
less  Reb  Chune's  affluent  sfofz.ebc/.
Crumbling   into   rubble   was   the
cinema   which   in   my   childhood
tboasted the romantic.name of Lido,
and   at   its   latter   end   had   been
reduced to plain ABC.

I almost stopped and lay down in
front of the bulldozers.

After   all,   that's   where   I   and
whole  generations  of  nice,  bump-
tious  Jewish  kids  saw  Lassie  and
Gone  With  the  Wind  -  first  time
round. And where years later, on a
winter's  Saturday evening,  we sent
family  and  visitors  off  to  see  Dr.
Zhivago,   while   we   enjoyed   the
heavenly  post-Sfe¢bbof  peace  of  a
couple of hours uninterrupted telly.

It was only partly those memories
that made  me feel  sadness border-
ing on grief .

That  ungainly  cube  sticking  out
from acres of mock Tudor, was the
sacred  monument  to  a  time  when
life promised so much more than it
could ultimately deliver.

And as I sped mournfuny across
the   North    Circular,    I   suddenly
understood the incomprehensible -
that  some  can  even love those  big
barns   masquerading   as   suburban
synagogues.

Because  for  them.  they  enshrine
heady dreamiagel

"HH5Im  W:oNfr   is   rabbi   of  the   Newcastle
Reform Synagogue.  He previously  served as
one  of  Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn's  assistants  at  the
West  London  Synagogue,  and  was  a  Fleet
Street journalist before becoming a rabbi.
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ini- ijijint--
The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide
range of Jewish cultural and intellectual events of a high level within easy reach of a
large  audience.  Regular  activities  include  concerts,  debates,  exhibitions,  drama,
seminars and lectures.
Membership  of the  Society  gives  easy  access. to  the  many  amenities  of the  Sternberg
Centre  for Judaism,  the  largest Jewish  centre  in  Europe. These facilities  include  a  book-
shop,  library, coffee-shop, extensive grounds and tennis courts,  Membership also  brings
advance  information  about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic
subscription to Manna.  Membership can  be on either an  individual  or family basis.
Subscriptions are modest:

Single membership                          £12.50 perannum
Family membership                         £19.00 perannum
Seniorcitizen/studentsingle        £  9.50perannum
Seniorcitizen-family                     £12.50 perannum

Existing  subscribers to  Mama may deduct the  unexpired  portion  of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
October 26th -November 251:h 1987

FRED  KORMIS  MEMORIAL EXHIBITION
This exhibition, mounted in  memory of Fred Kormis who died  last year, pays tribute

to an outstanding sculptor and draughtsman.
Sundays:  11  a.in. -1  p.in.  and 3.00 p.in. -5.00 p.in.

Mondays -Thursdays:  11.00 a.in. -4.00 p.in.
Evenings:  Mondays and Wednesdays:  7.30 -9.30 `p.in.

Sunday lst November 7.30 p.in.
Norbert Brainin  (violin), and  Martin  Lovett (cello),

formerly members of the Amadeus String Quartet,
with Georges Pludermacher (piano), play trios by Mozart, Beethoven and Brahms

Sunday 15th November 1987 7.30 p.in.
The Life and Works of Fred Kormis. An illustrated lecture by David Aronsohn.

Sunday 6th December 1987 7.30 p.in.
Fringe Comedy with the Bobo Girls

Sunday 13th December 1987 3.30 -5.30 p.in.
Chailukah wiagic Show for 4-10 year ords

Sunday 17th January 1988 7.30 p.in.`Jewish Breakaway' -a guide to holiday places and Jewish connections
with David Jacobs and Peter Levy.

Lunchtime Recitals
Autumn series: Wednesdays -1.15 -2.00 p.in.

21st october             2nd December
4th  November             16th  December

18th  November
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